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1. Introduction
The regulations, laws and guidelines at both international and national level have been assessed to have aclearer understanding about essential legal aspects to comply with to ensure safe operations involvingrobotic technologies. Robots are an emerging technology and thus, in many cases, there are not ad-hoclegislations: the most likely scenario is trying to fit these technologies into already existing regulatoryframeworks, although it is a common perception that tailored regulations might be necessary toovercome uncertainties due to the unmanned nature of these vehicles.
The purpose of this document is to provide an overview about regulatory requirements to be met todeploy robotic solutions in offshore wind farms. This document is framed by the work package 1 (Industry-oriented Showcases for Offshore Wind Farms) to act as deliverable D1.2. The document is articulated asfollows:

 Section 2 provides an overview about the so-called “General Regulations” which are not robot-oriented. These regulations deal with paramount aspects whichmust be considered when dealingwith OWFs. Particularly, topics such as environmental and social impact and health and safety ofworkers are treated. Section 3 addresses the main aspects related to ROVs’ operations. In particular, topics likeclassification, administrative requirements, personnel qualifications and responsibilities andoperational requirements are discussed. For this section, guidelines and well-accepted practicesdefined by recognized certification bodies (such as IMCA, NORSOK) are analysed. Section 4 provides a wide overview about the current legal status of ASVs. International treatiesand national laws (for Portugal and UK) are reported: a special focus is paid on how theseregulations deal with matters such as classification, registration, liabilities, insurance, operationaland technical requirements. Section 5 deals with AUVs. Section 6 describes themain European directives and Portuguese regulations governing the use ofUAVs. Particular attention is paid to classification, operational requirements, personnelqualifications and liabilities and insurance issues.
In each section, besides reporting and discussing the aforementioned regulations, is presented a specialwindowwith a focus on ATLANTIS’ compliancewith them.
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1The entire Habitats Directive can be found at:
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:1992L0043:20070101:EN:PDF
2 The Bern Convention, entered into force in 1982 and ratified by 50 countries, is a binding international legal instrument in thefield of nature conservation, which covers most of the natural heritage of the European continent and extends to some States ofAfrica. The convention pays particular attention to the conservation of habitats and vulnerable species, including migratoryspecies. All the State Parties must take action to: promote national policies for the conservation of habitats and their livingspecies, consider the conservation of natural ecosystems in their policies, disseminate general information on the need toconserve both habitats and species, cooperate in order to enhance the effectiveness of these measures. The convention can befound at:
https://www.coe.int/en/web/bern-convention

2. GENERAL REGULATIONS
The scope of this Section is to describe all the general regulations whichmust be fulfilled during operationsin an Offshore Wind Farm (OWF), with special focus on O&M activities performed through robots as perthe scope of ATLANTIS. The topics cover:

 Environmental impact: themain European and International legislations (most of them convertedin national legislations by the Member States) governing the preservation of the naturalecosystems are herein described. Hazards coming from the use of robotic technologies duringO&Mactivities, as well as possiblemitigationmeasures, are discussed. Social and commercial impact: the key International regulations aiming at ensuring the peacefuluse of sea by different actors (such as: fishermen, merchant ships, tourism companies etc.) arereported. Moreover, how ATLANTIS may enhance the coexistence between different marinestakeholders is also tackled. Health & Safety of workers: main international laws aiming at guaranteeing the health and safetyof workers are described. Typical risks that workers face during O&M activities are illustrated.Finally, the impact of robotic technologies on these risks is assessed.
2.1.Environmental impact and mitigation actions

Even though key regulations aiming at the conservation of natural ecosystems must be assessed andfulfilled during the whole project development, some hazards and risks may arise during the operationalphase of the OWF and consequently jeopardize the marine-environment. The aim of this sub-section is toexplain the current instruments capable of ensuring both birds and habitats' conservation, payingattention on harms due to robotic usage and describing possible countermeasures to mitigate thesehazards.
2.1.1. International regulations and conventions

Several international instruments (legislations, conventions and directives) were adopted to reduce theenvironmental impact of human activities on the natural ecosystem. Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) andBirds Directive (2009/147/EC) represent the holy grail of European nature conservation policy.
TheHabitats Directive1, adopted by the European Union in 1992 in order tomeet its obligations under theBern’s Convention2, aims to protect the biodiversity by safeguarding natural habitats, wild flora and faunain the European Territory where the Treaty is applied. Member States are required to identify SpecialAreas of Conservation (SACs) to preserve the status of habitats and species mentioned in the Annexes Iand II of the Directive. Beside SACs, the Directive asks to identify wild species which require strictprotection even if they are not included in SACs or Special Protection Areas (SPAs) [1].
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3 The Birds Directive can be found at:
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2010:020:0007:0025:en:PDF
4 Formore details check out at:
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/natura2000/index_en.htm
5 Formore details consult:
https://www.ospar.org/convention

Because of the continuous decrease of wild bird populations in Europe (most of them recognized as ashared heritage among European States), due to anthropological activities resulting in pollution,deterioration of habitats and unliveable conditions, the EUMember States in 1979 have adopted the BirdsDirective3. According to the Directive, Member States have to indicate SPAs, which are strategic areas forrare and vulnerable birds they benefit for breeding, feeding, wintering or migrating to/from [1].Moreover,Member States are obliged to take special measures aiming at preserving those areas.
These two directives do not exclude OWF installation, and hence their operational activities: withinprotected areas, they provide that the activities will not harm the conservation goals defined for thatparticular area.
Natura 2000 Network4 is a European Ecological Network aiming at preserving biodiversity by protectingnatural habitats, wild flora and fauna in the EU territory. It is a consequence of the definition of SACs andSPAs from the Habitats and Birds Directives, and it covers more than 18% of EU’s land area and more than6% of its sea territory. Human activities are allowed in Natura 2000 sites as long as they are compatiblewith the preservation of the ecosystem. The management of these areas and hence of the activitiesundertaken therein,must be ecologically, economically and socially sustainable.
Article 6 of the Habitat Directive has specific implications for spatial planning and plays and important rolein the consideration of Natura 2000 plans and projects, requiring both preventive and proactive measuresto conservation and planning [2].
In particular, while Article 6(1) and 6(2) require Member States to take appropriate measures to protectthe habitat and avoid damaging activities whichmay jeopardize the habitat and its species, Article 6(3) and6(4) lay down the procedures to be followed when planning activities that might impact a Natura 2000site.
Article 6(3) requires Member States to perform appropriate assessments on the impact that any plan orproject can have on the site’s conservation. National Authorities shall agree to the plan only after havingascertained that it will not affect the integrity of the site.
Article 6(4) states that, if in spite of a negative assessment, a plan or project must compulsorily be carriedout for imperative reasons (overriding public interest) the Member State shall take compensatorymeasures aiming at ensuring that the overall coherence of Natura 2000 is protected. Moreover, the Stateshould inform the Commission about themeasures adopted.
The Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic, referred asOSPAR5 Convention, was signed in 1992 by fifteen Governments of the western coast of Europe togetherwith the Energy Community, to cooperate in the protection of North-East Atlantic’s marine environment.The Convention deals with six strategic areas:

1. Biological Diversity and Ecosystems;2. Hazardous Substances & Eutrophication;3. Human Activities;4. Offshore Industry;5. Radioactive Substances;
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6. Cross-cutting issues.
For the scope of Atlantis issues from 2 to 4may be the relevant categories.
Under the Biological Diversity and Ecosystems Strategy, the convention establishes a list of threatened ordeclining species in the North-East Atlantic. The list provides an overview of the species needingprotection.
Within OSPAR, Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) are defined as areas for which precautionary andprotectivemeasures need to be established to protect and conserve the habitat and its species.Moreover,the convention in the Biological Diversity and Ecosystems Strategy indicates a list of human activitiesincluding OWFs, that can affect the marine environment. OSPAR evaluates those activities and if neededdevelops programmes tomitigate their impact on themarine area.

2.1.2. Environmental Impact Assessment
The Environmental Impact Assessment of an OWF projects is a process that is performed by projectdevelopers to inform regulatory bodies in their assessment and decision-making process, from theapproval to the decommissioning of the plant. Themost used tools are:

 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), widely used to assess and tackle environmental impactsof a given project. Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is a tool used to assess and identify likelyenvironmental effects and programmemitigation actions or alternatives.
Even though EIA and SEA are processes that have to be carried out at the beginning of the project to obtainits approval, are herein described in order to lay down the groundwork for the following section (2.1.3),where the most likely hazards related to robotic O&M activities will be described. However, throughoutthe lifetime of the plant surveys and monitoring of the marine environment are required on a periodicbasis, to assess the health of the ecosystem and the impact of human activities.
Directive 85/337/EEC (also called EIA Directive) ratified by the European Commission (EC) established theEIA concept and successively amendments have been introduced (Directive 97/11/EC and Directive2003/35/EC). The current version of the Directive is available on the EU website. The Directive refers toboth Wild Birds Directive and Habitats Directive of the European nature conservation policy and itindicates which kind of project should be subjected to EIA (the Annex I lists a set of project for which theassessment is mandatory), which procedures shall be followed, and which contents shall be tackled withinthe assessment.
The EIA is articulated over several steps which are briefly described below, and its application is notdiscussed in this document.
Screening
It is the first step, during which it is decided if the EIA is required or not for the project at issue. This processis carried out by a Competent Authority designated in eachMember State.
Scoping
It is the process that determines which context and matters should be covered in the assessment. It is apivotal step to ensure that all the relevant information is gathered and presented, focusing on the mostimportant impacts and project alternatives if any. General aspects to be covered in the EIA for an OWF arethe following: consideration of CO2 emissions, compatibility of the OWF with other human activities (e.g.fishing), visual impacts, socio-economic impact (jobs creation, the provision of local services and
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opportunities, the impact on tourism and SMEs, etc.) and avoidance orminimization of noise. The last one,as explained in Section 2.1.3, is one of the most impactful effects that occur also during O&M activities,thatmay be reduced by adopting the ATLANTIS solution.
Furthermore, CO2 emissions, that have to be considered in all project phases (construction,transportation, operation and decommission) might be reduced by ATLANTIS provided that the projectwill strongly reduce the use of heavy vessels by the adoption of lightweight (and hence less pollutant)Autonomous Surface Vehicles.
It is possible to estimate the annual reduction of C02 emissions due to the substitution of one crew-transfer vessel by an ASV. Thanks to the use of robotic solutions, we can assume that a crew-transfervessel is no longer needed: for instance, the use of robots has reduced the number of human operatorsnecessary, but to transfer task-related tools (e.g. to deploy an ASV or ROV) to theOWF an ASV is required.
For what concerns the time of the operation at issue, the following assumptions aremade:

 TheOWF is 20 km far from the coast (as in the case of theWFA) The crew-transfer vessels employed to reach the plant navigates at 10 knots while the ROAZ II at 3knots. This means that the crew-transfer vessel would take 2 hours during the day (to bringworkers to and then back to the shore) whilst the ROAZ II would take 7 hours to deploy the tools,wait the performing of the task and go back to the shore. Once it has started the task would take 3 hours during which both crafts would keep the samespeed (as it is in proximity of the plant a low speedmust be kept).
Havingmade these assumptions, the crew-transfer vessel would be involved for 5 hours per day, while theROAZ II for 10 hours (see Figure 2.1). Moreover, to estimate the emissions produced by the crew-transfervessel, the following assumptions aremade [3]:

 Thewatercraft operates for 5 hours per day, for 4months in one year. Total hours =600; Load factor (LF) of the vessel equal to 0.43 (typical value for work boat as indicated in [3]); Peak power (Pp) of the vessel’s engine equal to 1528 kW [3]; An emission factor (EF) for the vessel equal to 0,690 kg/kWh, as indicated in [3].

Figure 2.1: Timeline of the mission performed: a) by crew-transfer vessel, b) by ROAZ II.
For the estimation of the ASV’s emissions, the model ROAZ II is used as a reference: it is involved inATLANTIS and provided by INESCTEC. For this vehicle the following assumption aremade:
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6 This value dates back to 2016, it represents the average CO2 emission per kWh of electricity produced in Europe. It has beenindicated by EEA and can be found at:
https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/overview-of-the-electricity-production-2/assessment-4

 The ASV operates for 10 hours per day, for 4months in one year. Total hours =1200; Peak power (Pp) of the vessel’s engine equal to 3 kWas per datasheet; An emission factor (EF) for the vessel equal to 0.2956 kg/kWh (mean value of CO2 emissions toproduce 1 kWh of electricity in Europe); Load factor (LF) of the ASV equal to 0.16. In this case it represents the ratio between the meanpower delivered by the propeller motors (able to allow operations up to 10h) and the nominalpower. This power is the ratio between the total energy installed in the battery pack of the vehicle(4800 Wh, as per datasheet) and the working hours (10 h, which is equal to the autonomydeclared in the ROAZ II datasheet).
Having assumed the abovementioned parameters, the C02 emissions are computed as follows [3]:

𝐸 = ℎ ∗ 𝐿𝐹 ∗ 𝑃𝑝 ∗ 𝐸𝐹

In case of crew-transfer vessel, the watercraft emits more than 270 000 kg of CO2per year, while the ASVemits only 170 kg of C02. As we can notice it is a huge difference, which may become even bigger if the useof robots would reduce furthermore the number and size of heavymanned vessels involved.
Prediction andmitigation
The magnitude of the harmful effects is determined and possible mitigation measures aiming atminimizing, avoiding or compensating these effects are established.
Management andmonitoring
The predicted effects are compared with the real impacts of the project by monitoring the results.Monitoring impacts on the environment and sharing knowledge gained would improve the commonunderstanding of environmental impacts due to an OWF, thus facilitating the definition of possiblecountermeasures and mitigation actions. Moreover, socio-economic impacts need to be monitored tounderstand changes to local communities.
Audit
The audit will assess the quality of the implementation in the planning of the requirements andrecommendations defined in an earlier stage of EIA, with a focus to minimize the project's impact on theenvironment
After EIA being completed by the project developers, the competent authorities make the decision upon itand communicate the consultations’ result.
The SEAwas established by the SEA Directive (2001/42/EC) in order to provide a high level of protection ofthe environment as well as to ensure public participation in decision-making and approval of projects, thusstrengthening the quality of the decision. The steps to be followed are similar to the EIA.

 Screening: to determinewhether or not SEA is required. Scoping: to definewhich kind of environmental issues need to be covered by the SEA. Environmental report: in which the most likely effects on the environment and possiblealternatives are identified. Consultations: designated authorities have their consultations, where they definerecommendations andmeasures to be incorporated.
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 Integration: recommendations and measures defined by the authorities are integrated in thePlan. Sea Statement: the consultations’ results are published.
2.1.3. Likely hazards on seabirds and possible mitigation

The European offshore waters are a fundamental stopover for several species, such as migratory birds:most of them use European waters for passage, breeding and resting. The hazards that may arise for birdsand habitats due to OWFs are: disturbance, collision, barrier effect and habitat modification. In this sub-chapter the likelihood as well as the severity of these dangers are discussed with a focus on the operationof an OWF; moreover, eventual pros and cons that could result from the adoption of the ATLANTISsolution are taken into account.
During the operational phase of an OWF the presence of the structures themselves, as well as thepresence of vessels involved in inspections and/or maintenance activities may be considered asdisturbance either physical (hence barrier effect) in the first case and acoustic in the second one. Theacoustic disturbance has major impact on fish and marine mammals, even though it can have an indirecteffect on birds: if preys move to another place, birds move according to them or lose food. Although thenoisiest phase is the installation, because of the high number of vessels involved, O&M activities mightimpact as well. ATLANTIS, because of its limited dependence on vessels, thanks to the deployment ofautonomous robots supported by lightweight autonomous marine vehicles, may have positive effects onthis regard. Considering that a vessel produces a noise in a range [4] from 152 db (for a small vessel) to 196db (for a large container ship), the noise pollution becomes even higher when several vessels withdifferent sizes are involved. ATLANTIS may reduce the noise pollution produced during the operations,provided that the use of robotic technologies will reduce the need of heavy manned vessels. Anotherdisturbancemay be represented by the underwater vehicles to be deployed within the ATLANTIS solution,that may interfere with both bird diving behaviour (when they have to catch their preys) and fish routes.It’s worth to say that because of the reduced dimension of this kind of vehicles, their impact will be lowerthan the one due to the structure itself. In fact, it is a matter of fact that submerged offshore structuresaffect bird diving behaviour and are an obstacle for fish routes [1]more than AUVs do.
A disturbance for birds’ flight may be represented by drones which inspect the blades eitherautonomously or with the guide of an operator. Even in that case, it is possible to state that this impact willbe surely neglectable if compared to the one due to the presence of theWind Turbines themselves.
Collision between birds and OW structures is one of themost likely hazards. It might be said that the use ofdrones, which can increase the aerial traffic in OWF skies, would increase the likelihood of bird collision.Reasonably, because of their small size compared to either fixed and/or floating structure, the drones donot represent a probable cause of collision. It is more likely that, thanks to the reduced need of humanoperators to inspect and maintain wind towers and blades, and hence to the lower need of helicopters(which may represent a hazard of collision for birds) ATLANTIS may reduce the likelihood of collision.Moreover, in order to reduce the risk of collision, drones may be equipped with lights in order to signaltheir presence. However, some studies [1] indicate that some species of birds are attracted by fixed lights:to overcome this problem intermittent lightsmay be used.
Habitat modification or loss is one of the most dramatic hazards associated to OWF operations. The majorimpact is surely due to the installation itself of the plant, since it produces permanent changes of thehabitat [1]. A significant impact may be due also to operational activities such as the ones carried out onthe seabed, for instance by increasing the turbidity of the water that may lead to the loss of favourableliving conditions for some marine species. If ATLANTIS will demonstrate the effectiveness of continuousmonitoring of the OWF conditions and also throughmore frequent but less invasive IMR activities, robotic
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solutions may reduce the impact of activities in the marine habitats, helping in the conservation of theecosystem.
On the other hand, the use of robotic solutions may increase the risk of marine pollution due, for instance,to the emission of pollutant substances (e.g. if electrochemical storage is used, in case of collision part ofthe toxic substance could spill into the sea water). In that case, in order to reduce the negative impact asmuch as possible and the likelihood of marine pollution caused by robotic technologies, all the necessarymeasures have to be considered in the design andmanufacturing phase (e.g. avoid asmuch as possible theuse of toxic and polluting substances).

2.2. Social and commercial impact of OWFs
As well known, OWFs have a huge impact on other maritime commercial activities such as fishing, marineshipping and tourism. Many conflicts arise from the use of water resources by all these different actors.Several national and international instruments have been adopted aiming at guaranteeing the peacefuluse of water resources by all the maritime stakeholders. In this section the major conflicts between OWFsand other marine sectors are discussed as well as the possible impact that ATLANTIS might have in theirresolution. Moreover, the main international instruments such as Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) andspecific directive are described.

2.2.1. Commercial conflicts
OWFs-Shipping sector. The growth of OWFs leads to an increase of potential risks for the safety of thenavigation. This increase is mainly due to a higher traffic density (either in the construction phase and theoperational one because of the vessels involved in the O&M activities) and also to visual limitations [5].Furthermore, during O&M activities, beside the increase of maritime traffic, OWF vessels might crossdesignated routes. Other hazards are due to radar shielding and reduced visibility caused by wind farms.Moreover, during OWFs' developments, navigational restriction may arise, which might have a negativeimpact on both costs and the environment. This happens when the rerouting of the vessels results inlonger distance of navigation [5]. Rerouting of well-established shipping routes might happen also innormal conditions, right after the installation of the OWF. For this reason, a safety distance of 500mshould be kept between shipping lines andwind farms.
OWFs-Tourism sector. The deployment of offshore infrastructures may limit the access to sea space forleisure purposes such as sailing and other water sports [5]. Moreover, conflicts with the tourism sectormay arise because of themodification of the “seascape” by theOWFswhen viewed from land or ships [5].
OWFs-Fisheries. The conflict between OWFs and fisheries might be considered as the toughest one as itcan result in a commercial and a social conflict. In fact, especially for small maritime communities, fisheriesactivities still represent a pivotal livelihood and themost profitable activity.
Conflicts between the offshore wind and the fisheries sector aremainly related to accidental damages andship strikes, which represent the main concerns for the first category, while fear of exclusion anddisplacement represent the restrictions and problematics that fisheries have to face [6]. Displacementbecomes particular troubling for small-scale and coastal fisheries as they do not have the capacity tomoveto fishing further offshore or cannot switch to other fishingmethods [6].
Several conflicts' drivers between OWFs and fisheries have been identified by the MSP Platform and theyare herein reported.

 Damage: accidental damages and ship strikes, as well as damages that bottom trawlingmay causeto subsea cables, are themajor concerns for OWFs operators due to fisheries [6].
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7 Formore information about the visitor centre check out at:
https://www.group.rwe/en/our-neighbourhood/rwe-erleben/visitor-centres/scroby-sands-visitor-centre

 Disturbance of species: noise and damages to habitats produced during construction andoperation of OWFs, resulting in disturbance and reduction of mobile species of fish and shellfishcan affect fishing activities [6]. Ecological impact of the spatial exclusion: due to the exclusion, fisheries activities have to movetowards other fishing ground which may be less profitable or reliable. Due to the lower availablefishing grounds, competition may become more though and may lead to the risk of catchingvulnerable species [6]. Economic impact of the spatial exclusion: the re-displacement of fisheries in other fishing groundsmight result in higher costs of operation for fishermen in order to keep the same catch levelswhich ensure their livelihoods [6].
2.2.2. MSP and other instruments to mitigate conflicts

TheMaritime Spatial Planning (MSP) is an instrument aiming at guaranteeing the peaceful use of the seaand at the same time protecting the entire ecosystem. It is a comprehensive process which, through theinvolvement of stakeholders, aims to analyse and plan when, where and how human activities take placeat sea [5]. As marine ecosystems and human activities evolve constantly, in the same way MSP must becontinuously updated, by adapting itself to new scientific developments as well as to changes of theenvironment.
In 2014, the European Parliament adopted a newDirective (2014/89) establishing a framework forMSP. Inthis Directive, Member States are required to establish their ownmaritime spatial plans, with the purposeto contribute to the sustainable development of marine sectors, ensuring that the interests of each of themarine sectors are equally treated and covered. Moreover, by 2016 Member States were requested totranslateMSP into national legislation.
One of the major objectives of theMSP is to ensure spatial synergies between different sectors. Multi-useof infrastructures may be facilitated by MSP, when the planning of all the activities is considered at thesame time. An example might be the co-operation between OWFs and aquaculture, in fact when the OWFstructures are located in proximity of the coast they can be used for aquaculture purposes too [5]. Anotherpossibility might foresee fishing and/or sealing inside wind farm areas: nowadays researchers areinvestigating this possibility with a close eye on safety requirements. Anchoring systems can be alsoshared among different infrastructures. Moreover, OWFs can increase local biomasses and might bedeveloped in synergy with protected areas. Currently many researches have been carried out with thescope of identifying possible benefits that OWFs may introduce in the regeneration of fish stocks [5].Finally, it is worth to say that a synergy between OWFs and tourism can be identified. In fact, even thoughit is a common belief that OWFs impact negatively on the seascape, they can contribute positively on localtourist activities, if well and timely planned together [5]. Guided tours inside OWFs areas and observationof platforms might be considered at an early stage: an example of this is the UK Scroby Sands7 wind farmwhich, through the creation of a visitor information centre, welcomes about 35000 annual visitors toobserve bothwind farms andmarinemammals.
OWFs activities have to be planned in accordance with MSP as well as other dedicated regulation bodiesfor other sectors, such as fisheries. It is a matter of fact that O&M activities might be limited during fishingperiods or areas, which are enshrined by:

 Common fishery policy; General Fisheries Commission for theMediterranean;
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 North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission.
If it is true that these policies protect both the environment and the fisheries’ rights, on the other handthey might have a negative impact on OWFs. In fact, if during fishing seasons, faults and damages to windturbines occur and the operators are not able to perform IMR (Inspection, Maintenance and Repair)activities (or have to limit these activities) this will result in longer downtimes for the turbines, causingeconomic losses.

2.2.3. ATLANTIS: a way to strengthen coexistence between marine sectorsand a mine of opportunities
As explained in Section 2.2.1, OWFs have to face a lot of conflicts with other marine sectors which mayresult in lower acceptance of this kind of renewable energy plants and slow down their deployment.
Even though policies and instruments (such as MSP) have been already adopted to ensure and guaranteean equal access to marine resources, part of the solution proposed might affect economic interests of theinvolved party.
As seen, for instance, fisheries may be forced to tack towards new fishing areas or to change their fishingmethods and these actions could require a non-negligible economic investment. In the same way,shipping vessels may be bound to reroute their paths resulting in longer distances and hence moreexpensive operations (as a later consequence transport costs of products will increase, as their prices forthe final buyers). Finally, even OWFs might see their economic interests jeopardized by other sectors, forinstance because of the limited operations allowed during fishing seasons, which may result in protracteddowntimes of the plant and hence losses in the revenues.
It is worth to say that policies undertaken by international bodies are on the right track to ensure apeaceful coexistence between the different stakeholders. Technological developments and newsustainable procedures for the use of sea are key drivers that, in co-operation with the well-establishedexisting instruments, may pave the way towards a more peaceful and conservative use of the waterresources.
In this sense ATLANTIS, thanks to the use of robotic technologies, might lower the impact of O&Mactivities for OWFs on the sea and its users. In fact, if ATLANTIS will demonstrate that the use of thesetechnologies will result in a lower involvement of heavy vessels, part of the reasons of conflicts might besolved.
It is a matter of fact, and as described in Section 2.2.1, that heavy vessels involved in O&M activitiesproduce an increase of the marine traffic, which represents the major concern for the shipping sector.Moreover, the use of vessels and their consequent noise has an important negative effect on the fisheries,as they may lead fishes to change their living area, consequently forcing fishermen to follow thesechanges.
Moreover, ATLANTIS might represent an important opportunity for local communities to grow in terms oftechnological development and welfare. The use of robotic solutions and the ATLANTIS approach wouldproduce a lot of opportunities for local communities, like: job opportunities for building enterprises(because of the construction of the SCC), new jobs creation (both in the SCC and in the field of robotic, likemaintainers for robots and others). Besides these benefits, the project ATLANTIS itself represents a greatopportunity for technologies providers, either academic and industrial, to test their products first in anear-real and successively in a real environment, at very low costs.
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8 Full text of the directive available at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31989L0391&from=IT

2.3.Health and Safety

Figure 2.2: Task Risk Assessment matrix [7].
This section deals with Health and Safety (H&S) for workers involved in the OWF with a focus on the O&Mactivities. The most likely hazards and related international guidelines and mitigation actions areexplained. Moreover, a dedicated discussion on how ATLANTIS may or not help to make the workplacesafer for workers is held.
Risk is the measure for the likelihood of a hazard, which is an event that might harm people, theenvironment and the power plant itself. The risks are typically evaluated in two dimensions [7]:

 Probability of occurrence, which quantifies the likelihood of an event; Severity associated to the hazards, which quantifies themagnitude of the incident.
Usually the hazards are classified in three categories: low (which does not require an immediate action),medium (that might require timely interventions) and high (which cannot be accepted and hence must beavoided by adopting appropriate countermeasures).
Figure 2.2 shows a typical matrix used to assess the category of the hazard.
H&S guidelines, directive and regulations aim at mitigating risks for employers are either formulated bynational and/or international institutions. The main directives emended by the European Unionconcerning H&S issues are the following:

 Framework 89/391/EC8: it introduces measures to enhance improvements for the safety andhealth of workers at work. It contains general principles concerning the prevention of
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9Full text of the directive available at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31989L0654&from=EN
10 Full text of the directive available at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32009L0104&from=EN
11 Full text of the directive available at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31989L0656&from=en
12 Full text of the directive available at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31990L0269&from=EN
13 Full text of the directive available at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2003:042:0038:0044:EN:PDF
14 Full text of the directive available at:
h t t p s : / / e u r - l e x . e u r o p a . e u / r e s o u r c e . h t m l ? u r i = c e l l a r : 5 4 6 a 0 9 c 0 - 3 a d 1 - 4 c 0 7 - b c d 5 -9c3dae6b1668.0004.02/DOC_1&format=PDF%20
15 Full text of the directive available at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31992L0057&from=EN
16 Full text of the directive available at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31992L0058&from=en
17 Full text of the directive available at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:31992L0029&from=en
18 Full text of the directive available at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32001L0045&from=EN

occupational risks, elimination of risk and accident factors, the protection of safety and health andgeneral guidelines for their implementation. Workplace (89/654/EEC)9: lays down the minimum requirements for safety and health at theworkplace. Work equipment (2009/104/EC)10: lays down theminimum safety and health requirements for theuse of work equipment byworkers at work. Personal Protective Equipment (89/656/EEC)11: lays down the minimum requirements forpersonal protective equipment used byworkers at work. Manual Handling (90/269/EEC)12: lays down the minimum health and safety requirements for themanual handling of loadswhere there is a risk particularly of back injury toworkers. Noise (2003/10/EC)13: lays down the minimum requirements for the protection of workers fromrisks to their health and safety arising or likely to arise from exposure to noise and in particular therisk to hearing. Vibration (2002/44/EC)14: lays down the minimum requirements for the protection of workersfrom risks to their health and safety arising or likely to arise from exposure to mechanicalvibration. Temporary or Mobile Construction Sites (92/57/EEC)15: lays down the minimum safety and healthrequirements for temporary ormobile construction sites. Safety and/or Health signs (92/58/EEC)16: lays down the minimum requirements for the provisionof safety and /or health signs at work. Medical treatment on board vessels (92/29/EEC)17: the objective of this Directive is to improvemedical assistance at sea since a vessel represents aworkplace involving awide range of risks. Work equipment for temporary work at a height (2001/45/EC)18: sets out requirements for themanagement of risks from working at height, by for instance adopting ergonomic tools thatensure theworker’s comfort all over theworking time.
The main hazards likely to happen during O&M activities in OWFs are associated, but not limited to [7]:access to the structure (either aerial with helicopters or maritime with boats), electricity (when electric
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devices are involved), noise (due to both working tools and blades rotation), confined spaces, vibration,height, weather and sea conditions, fire, ergonomics. These hazards are a direct result of differentactivities such as but not limited to: cable laying and/or lifting, navigation, subsea operations, vesselsoperations, drilling, painting and grouting.
Below are described the major risks associated to OWF O&M activities for workers: wherever possibletheir positive or negative impact connected with the use of robotic technologies has been assessed. Risksand consequent countermeasures for each specific robotic technology are, wherever possible, discussedin the dedicated sections.
Table 2.1:Most common failures ofwind turbines.
Failure Means of failure

Tower collapse
The tower may collapse for several reasons, such as animproper installation of the fastening system, currents andwaves that may overload the structure or a corrosiveenvironment that ruins the integrity of the tower.

Blade failure This failure may arise as result of fatigue, excessive vibrationand collapse from external loads.
Tower strike It occurs when a blade hits the support tower: they are notfrequent in modern wind turbine blades.

Fire It can be caused by lightning, by a fault in the power system orstrong winds.
Lightning strike

Lightning strikes as well as thunderstorms can be dangerousfor workers, especially if they are working in the nacelle. Theymay cause fires, requiring the workers either to be rescued orto evacuate the structure.
When operating, OWFs are unmanned facilities, with personnel accessing them only to carry outmaintenance and repairs activities. There are many ways in which a wind turbine could fail and jeopardizethe H&S ofworkers, themost common ones are summarized in Table 2.1 [8].
Weather is another element that can create risks for workers. Work plans should consider informationfrom national meteorological offices. It might happen that weather conditions result favourable duringthe beginning of an operation, but they become harsh through the development of the activity. In thissituation, workers may be stranded in the structure itself which hence needs to be equipped with safetyand survival equipment. Planned maintenance should be preferably conducted during the summer time,when weather conditions are more favourable, although during this period high temperature may ariseespecially in the nacelle, representing a possible cause of cardiovascular problem forworkers.
Another hazard is represented by the mean of transportation, which can be either aerial (helicopter) ormarine (boats). In both cases the risks increasewhenweather conditions become harsh.
Noise and shadow flicker effect, due to the movement of the blades, may be a harm for workers. Noiselevel is generally between 35-50 dB [8], comparable to indoor background noise, but it can causesymptoms such as headaches, dizziness, nausea, anxiety, depression, anger, concentration and learningissues [8]. Shadow flicker effect, which occurs during sunny days, represents a potential risk for only the3% of peoplewith epilepsy.
With regard to the risks aforementioned, ATLANTIS cannot certainly mitigate them directly, because theyare due to the presence of wind turbines weather conditions and means of transportation, which areaspects that are not going to change thanks to the use of robots. Besides this, however, ATLANTIS might
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help to reduce the number of people exposed to those risks. In fact, if part of the work will be performedby robots or it will foresee their support, a lower number of workers will be required. Actually, part ofthem will be re-allocated to the Shore Control Centre (SCC) to monitor and control the operations from aplacewhere they face less severe risks than the ones described.
Once a wind turbine is running there are several O&M activities to be performed throughout the lifetimeof the plant. These activities are characterized by several risks with different degrees of severity, the moreaworker is involved in the operation the greater is his/her chance to be exposed to these risks.
Maintenance work in or around the nacelle entails a risk due to its access. In fact, workers have to climb,often even several times during a shift, vertical ladders where there is no lift in the wind turbine. This mayresult in cardiorespiratory issues for the workers. Moreover, maintenance of towers and blades requiresoperations such as buffing and resurfacing, which expose workers to harmful gases, dusts and vapours [8].Ventilation and use of respiratorsmay be the right countermeasure tomitigate these risks. In the case thatthese operations are performed by robots, evenwith the supervision and/or control of operators, workerswill not face these risks anymore.
OWFs require diving operations such as cleaning or inspection of the submerged parts of the structures.Divers may be exposed to hazards during their activities such as pressure changes during both the descentand the ascendant phase resulting in dizziness, disorientation, pulmonary barotrauma,subcutaneous emphysema and arterial gas embolism [8]. Moreover, other risks are related to the toolsinvolved either if task or diving related. Even in this case, the involvement of robots such as ROV with highworking capability will result in a less exposition of divers to thementioned risks.
To conclude, the use of autonomous or remotely-controlled robots in O&M activities will have a hugeimpact in ensuring the safety of workers because of the lower exposition of human operators to risks,while ensuring precision in the execution of operations.
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3. ROV
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are suitable tools used either in the marine industry, such as in the oiland gas sector or the offshore wind one to perform IMR activities, but also in the marine research tomonitor and explore maritime habitats and species. A ROV is an underwater robot connected to andoperating from the water’s surface. Its simplest configuration consists of the main body, propellers, lights,video cameras and other task-related equipment (e.g. grabbers, suction samplers). Through a tether (alsocalled umbilical) the ROV is connected to the surface and it transmits electrical power, command andcontrol signals to the vehicles and sends back to the surface operator a video and data set (e.g. telemetry).
ROVs are typically launched and deployed into the operating area from a vessel. The launch and recoveryprocess of the vehicle is different, depending on its size. Small ROVs are launched and recoveredmanuallywhile bigger ROVs are deployed by using a LARS (Launch and Recovery System), basically made up of atether winch and a crane able to lift the ROV at itsmaximumweight.
In this section themain guidelines and well-accepted practices regarding the deployment and use of ROVsare reported.
The document starts with the classification of these vehicles based on several aspects such as dimension,power, tasks performed and type of control.
Successively, all the necessary administrative requirements are listed. These requirements are paramounteither in the design phase and during the operations. Different figures are responsible to provide thesedocumentations at different stages. Generally, these documents are reports, whose purpose is to allowthe tracking and control of ROVs’ functionalities throughout their use.
This section touches and describes the different figures who deal with a ROV as well as whichcompetences and responsibilities they should comply with. The different figures described are the onescommonly involved in ROV operations as indicated by the guidelines assessed and herein discussed.
Moreover, in this section the responsibilities and liabilities applicable to each of the abovementionedfigures are discussed.
The section ends with a focus on the operational requirements and procedures which are commonlyfollowed during ROVs’missions and aim at ensuring safe operations.

3.1. Classification
Awide range of vehicles and equipment fits under the umbrella of ROV, whichmay differ not only for theirown designs but also for the tasks they have to carry out. Within the scope of ATLANTIS, ROVs are seen asunmanned vehicles which are controlled and manipulated by human operators. Users must comply withoperational requirements, usually emended by standardization bodies, according to the class to which thevehicle applies. In the scope of this assessment, the classification made by NORSOK STANDARD in“Remotely operated vehicle (ROV) services” [9] is used.
Class I – Pure observation: vehicles equippedwith video camera, lights and thrusters, whose task is limitedonly to video observation.
Class II – Observation with payload option: vehicles equipped with additional sensors such as sonar, stillcolour cameras, protectionmeasurement systems.
Class III – Work class vehicles: vehicles equipped with additional sensors and/or manipulators. Furtherdivision ismade based on the vehicle’s power:
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 Class III A –Work class vehicles < 100 Hp Class III B –Work class vehicles from 100Hp to 150 Hp Class III C –Work class vehicles higher than 150 Hp
Class IV – Seabed-working vehicles: are much larger and heavier than Class III vehicles. Usually they areconfigured ad hoc for special-purpose tasks such as cable trenching, excavation and another seabedconstruction works. These vehicles are moved by wheels or belt traction systems, water jet or thrusterpropellers, or by a combination of these propulsion systems.
Class V – Prototype of development vehicles: special-purpose vehicles which do not fit into the otherclasses or prototypes under development are included in this class.
It is worth tomention that Class III, IV and V vehiclesmight represent themost suitable ROVs in the contextof ATLANTIS, which aims is to demonstrate and validate ROVs’ capabilities in supporting human operatorswhile performing IMR activities at both under and above the sea.
3.2. Administrative requirements

Documentations are required for the design, contracting and operating phase. For each stage, a differentresponsible party has to provide the needed documentation: in the first case the responsibility falls on themanufacturer, in both contracting and operating phase the contractor is in charge of it.
The manufacture process can start once the certification Society has approved the documentationsubmitted containing all relevant data necessary to validate the design (wherever requested, calculationsand descriptions related to the system’s components shall be included). Any further and successivemodifications need the approval from the Society before being implemented.
Contractors should establish and maintain matrices to be reviewed by the clients, such as compliance to:relevant regulations and standards, project's specifications and personnel's qualifications [9]. Informationon compliance shall be evaluated by contractors and forwarded to the client to be accepted. Whereverpossible qualified alternative solutionsmay be suggested.
Before the mobilisation, the Contractor shall define the documentation providing information regarding[9]: a list of services required from work-site, a mobilisation plan, a procedure for normal and emergencyoperation of the equipment, a procedure for the maintenance of all the equipment in service, a list ofspare parts, a personnel's competencymatrix for the allocated personnel.
The contractor must make available and update documents on the work site, concerning: the project's QA(Quality Assurance) and HES (Health, Environment and Safety) plan, operational manuals, a contingencyplan, relevant risk analysis, maintenance programmes and records for the previous 12 months, a log inorder to document all operational activities.
Contractors have to report ROV operations, demonstrating the compliance with both administrative andregulatory requirements and, wherever applicable, internal requirements have to bemet. Several kinds ofreports need to be provided.
Firstly, contractors have to report to the client's representative a brief summary of the last 24h. Dailyreports should include but not be limited to the following information [9]:

 Date, reference to contract, job; Name of installation/vessel; Name of personnel involved in the activities; Arrival/departure of the personnel; Timing and description of the activities;
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 Summary of hours in: water, standby,maintenance and breakdown; List of additional equipment; A plan for the next 24h.
The daily report should be signed by both contractors and client representative.
Maintenance work, performed in accordance with the established maintenance program, shall bereported in theMaintenance report, which is available to the client upon request [9].
System’s failures should be registered and tracked by the contractors in accordance with ISO 9001:2000clause 8.
Report of undesired events [9] should be updated every time an undesired event occurs such as accidents,non-conformance and near-accidents with potential hazards to personnel and/or equipment.
Contractors should produce an experience report, by the end of the year or 30 days after the operation,which appraises the operations, procedures and equipment involved [9].
3.3. Personnel qualification

All personnel involved in tasks that imply a ROV should be competent to carry out their own assignments.Their competence can be demonstrated by both possession of suitable qualifications and experience.Skills vary according to the personnel's category for which different requirementsmust be fulfilled.
Four main figures can be identified according to NORSOK Standards [9] (Superintendent, supervisor, pilotand trainee): for each one the necessary competences are discussed, based on the requirements definedby the International Marine Contractors Association (IMCA) [10]. In this section three main figures(superintendent, supervisor and pilots) are discussed as they represent themain operators involved in theoperations in linewith the scope of ATLANTIS.
ROV superintendent and supervisor: they have to be experienced in planning and management ofoffshore activities. In the specific, for what concerns safety issues, they have the responsibility of the riskassessment as well as the definition of suitable countermeasures to mitigate risks. They shall encouragetheir subordinates to always report incidents and be compliant with the safety measures [10]. In case ofan emergency situation, they must demonstrate an effective handling of the emergency, as well as a goodmanagement of the team in such situation, taking appropriate actions to de-risk threats for bothpersonnel and equipment [10]. Their responsibility is to assess and ensure training and skills for all theirsubordinates, by providing both a competence assessment and training sessions (PerformanceManagement) [10]. Supervisory skills are necessary to manage the team and at the same time ensuringsafe, cost-effective and timely execution of the job in accordance with the defined procedures [10].Competences and experience are fundamental to ensure all project's activities are carried out incompliance with the project's requirements and the necessary equipment. Reporting, project planningand management are tasks that need to be fulfilled by both the superintendent and the supervisor [10].ROV superintendentmust have at least 2 years’ experience as ROV supervisor.
ROV pilots: Three different subcategories are identified based on both competences and experience ofthe pilot: ROV pilot Senior, ROV pilot Grad I, ROV pilot Grade II. ROV pilot Senior, in order to stick to safetyrequirements, should be aware of legislation/guidelines regarding the reporting of accidents and capableof managing the safety of the team. To effectively respond to emergency situation, should proveknowledge of emergency procedures as well as management of the team during these situations.Communication skills are required in order to ensure an effective communication and explanation of theinstructions to the subordinates, showing leadership abilities and supervising the team when thesupervisor is absent [10]. Familiarity and knowledge of ROV sub-systems may be needed in both fault
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identification and preventive maintenance which may require possible modification of the equipment[10]. Capability to determine weather and current conditions which may limit ROV operation is a key skillthat a ROV pilot must fulfil [10]. Administrative tasks are under ROV pilot responsibility, such as theproduction of clear and comprehensive reports and the completion of logs data by subordinatedpersonnel [10]. Technical competences are fundamental: understanding of underwater operations isnecessary for ROV pilots to provide instructions and supervision to less experienced personnel [10].Project management skills are also requested, in order to stick to the project plans. Knowledge ofoperational scope combined with experience might be a benefit to suggest improvements/alterations ofthe operation to guarantee a better outcome of the activity [10]. ROV pilot Grade I, should proveawareness of safety legislation/regulations as well as company safetymanagement instruments. In fact, incase of emergency situation, they must know emergency procedures and processes, teammembers’ rolesand responsibilities, and understanding of company emergency procedure documents andwhere they areplaced [10]. Knowledge and understanding of English must be fulfilled for both oral and writtencommunication, in order to assist both subordinates and superiors during the operations through thecommunication with other team members [10]. For what concerns preventative maintenance, they needto identify likely hazards and know how mitigate them: faults and defects need to be correctivelydiagnosed [10]. Piloting skillsmust be owned by Pilot Grade I, who should be able to [10]: drive ROV underseveral circumstances, identify environmental conditions that may jeopardize ROV operations,understanding of the work site and manipulator functions. Administrative functions are also required,such as video logs and information in line with the client's specifications, ensuring compliance betweenthe collected information and the defined Quality Assurance standards [10]. Technical knowledge of toolsand special equipment may be required to ensure correct maintenance procedures, as well as planoperations, prepare the work site, remove, test and inspect and install specialist equipment. ROV pilotGrade II, have less responsibility than the others, he/she has to support his/her superiors during theoperation and take the control of the ROV in case of necessity (such as absent or incapacitated of ROV pilotsenior andGrade I).
With increasingly complexity of ROV, necessary competences of the personnel need to be carefullyinvestigated to ensure safe and efficient operations. An ROV encapsulates many technologies (fibre optic,electric and electronic systems, hydraulically and mechanical systems) and the team must be capable ofmaintaining and repairing all the subcomponents.
Table 3.1:Minimummanned requirements.

Task Duration
ROV Class 12 h 24 h

Class I 2 4Class II 2 4Class III 3 6Class IV 4 8
Safety of personnel is crucial during the operations and it is a contractor’s responsibility to provide a well-balanced and as competent as possible team. Team size strongly depend on several drivers, such as ROVclass, type of tasks and duration of the operations. Both NORSOK Standards [9] and IMCA R004 “The Safe& efficient operation of ROV” [11] deal with a required manned level for the operations: the minimumrequirements are summarized in Table 3.1 based on ROV class and task duration. As accidents are morelikely when people work long hours because of concentration lack and efficiency deterioration, longworking times should be exceptional and limited wherever strictly necessary. Working hour should beplanned so that each person does not exceed 12 continuous hours, while under normal circumstances a
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ROV pilot should not go beyond 6 hours in every 24-hour period, even though non-piloting work may beincluded up to the 12-hourmaximum [11].
3.4. Responsibilities

Liabilities are different for all the personnel involved according to their grade.
ROV contractors are liable for defining the management organigram for ROV operations, which, togetherwith a clear handover of supervisory responsibility, should be defined in writing [11]. ROV contractor hasto grant that every member of the ROV team has at least one meal break during 12-hour operations, aswell as they can make use of the toilet and snack breaks. Two common ways can guarantee this: havingother qualified personnel who can replace the one on break or by planning the activities in order to ensurebreaks availabilities. ROV contractors have to ensure that [11]:

 all the possible risks and the relatedmitigation actions are analysed; theworking place is suitable and safe; the teamowns all the required competences; emergency and contingency plans arewell-defined and disclosed among ROV teammembers; there is a clear reporting and responsibility structure inwriting; all relevant regulations are not breached.
Responsibility structure and individual liabilities need to be clarified before the operations take place. Assuggested by [12], a possible structuremight be the one depicted in Figure 3.1. TheMaster officer is at thetop of the pyramid and he/she is in charge of all the decisions and authorises the mission plan. RCC(Remote Control Centre) or SCC watch officer, which in the scope of ATLANTIS might be played by thepersonnel whomonitors ROV operations from the SCC, has the responsibility to report any possible hazardthat might be going to happen to the ROV personnel and it operates from the SCC (it can be considered asthe ROV superintendent).

Figure 3.1: Possible hierarchy structure [12].
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The RCC operator operates from the SCC and receives commands from theWatch Officer. It is responsiblefor the mission planning, execution and post mission evaluation. It is responsible (together with the ROVoperator) for the launch and the recovery of vehicle. He/she communicates with the operators, craneoperator and ROV operators.
Ship Crane Operator is responsible for lifting and lowering the ROV to/from water and it deploys thevehicle in the operating area.
Mass Secondary Operator is on deck of the ship and through a hand-held console pilots the ROV receivingcommand from the RCCWatch officer and the RCC operator. It can be considered equal to a ROV pilot.
Mass payload is responsible for the operation of payload, sharing the responsibility with the RCC operatorfor the launch/recovery of the ROV.
When combined operations are being carried out by divers and ROV, the figure of the diving supervisor isnecessary. Accepted industry practice is that the diving supervisor always has authority over the ROVsupervisor and he/she is the only person who can order the start of the operations [13]. This figure has toensure that all divers, as well as ROV operators, are aware of possible hazards and operational constraints.The diving supervisor has to ensure that the ROV supervisor understands the emergency procedures torecover the diving bell as well as those emergency procedures to recover the ROV are agreed by the ROVsupervisor and understood by the diving personnel. The diving supervisor is the responsible forauthorising ROV deployment and recovery, and he/she coordinates all divers and ROV's movement byeither co-workingwith the pilot or communicatingwith him/her.
ROV supervisor has different responsibilities, based on how the tasks are performed (basically if they areperformed in combinationwith divers or not).
If a task involves diving, as already explained, the diving supervisor has authority on the ROV supervisor,whose responsibilities are minor. In this situation, the ROV supervisor has to ensure that the ROV isconfigured in a safe state for the divers and he/she has to report to their attention any known defects orweaknesses of the vehicle, in order to make them aware of possible “unconsidered” hazards. Moreover,the ROV supervisor is responsible for ensuring that pilots employed are suitably qualified and experiencedto be able to safely drive the ROV in an environment occupied by divers as well.
In the second case (operations performed without divers), the ROV supervisor has to authorize the startand the end of the tasks even if in some cases, linked to possible hazards or safety reasons, the vesselofficer (whose responsibility is to ensure the safeness of the vessel and its occupants) might requirestopping the activity [11]. Supervisors have to ensure that either themselves and other personnel involvedare enough qualified to carry out the activities required of them. Besides that, they have also to ensurethat all the tools used are adequate, safe and properly certified and maintained, documenting theirperformances and characteristics periodically. ROV supervisor should keep audio and, if possible, visualcommunicationswith any personnel under their supervision during thewhole duration of the task.
ROV pilots, as any other personnel, should act following supervisor’s instructions and adhere to anyrelevant procedures defined by the company. They should immediately bring to the supervisor's attentionany doubts or concerns, in case there’s any, caused by their inability to conduct the task they wererequested to. Moreover, they should inform the ROV supervisor and, whenever present, the divingsupervisor, in case of any defect, failure or alarm of the ROV and also in case the ROV location becomesuncertain or it is lost.
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3.5. Operational requirements and procedures
Operational procedures regarding planning, preparations and execution of the operations should bereported in detail and explained to the personnel involved. Relevant rules and regulations, namely relatedto the safe execution of the operations, shall be updated in the documentation required and be easilyaccessible at thework-site [9]. Risk assessment, performed according to recognizedmethods, are a pivotaltool for the preparation of the operations. Meetings shall be held, before the beginning of the operations,to ensure that all the personnel is aware of the work-site conditions, status of the work, any incidents inprevious tasks as well as any other relevant information pertinent to the safe and efficient performance ofthework [9].
The briefing should treat issues such as [14]: project safety requirements and goals, medical evacuationcontingencies, drug and alcohol policy, PPE requirements, medical treatment requirements, tropicalstorms or inclement weather procedures, project procedures, fire extinguishment equipment andrequirements.
The superintendent/supervisor is bound to take responsibility/supervision of the operations, ensuringthat they are performed in accordance with all the applicable rules, regulations and operationalprocedures. The meet of the technical requirements regarding the interfaces between platform/vesseland ROV systems falls under the platform/vessel chief responsibility. Electrical equipment needs to bemonitored by the platform/vessel electrician, whose responsibility is to ensure that it is well maintainedand certified and that all the personnel working on it is qualified [9]. Supervisor/superintendent has toaccept or not any further tool installed in the ROV system by third party or client, and he/she is alsoresponsible for the compatibility between ROV systems and the tools at issue.
The ROV operationmight be characterized by four different phases [15].
Surface preparation [15]: the surrounding area might be surveyed by multibeam sonar, if the ship isequipped with it, or alternatively the ROV itself can be used to survey the area by using its own scanningsonars and other equipment able to detect obstacles. This inspection must be complemented by pre-divechecks performed by ROV pilots/technicians through a visual and physical inspection, a check of commandcontrols and vehicle response aswell as data displays and auxiliary tools responses.
Deployment [15]: deployment and recovery may be manual in case of small ROV (such as Class I andsmaller Class II) or via ships through cranes. The ROV supervisor is responsible for the deployment. TheROV shall be launched and recovered mid-ship where possible: in order to ensure a stable deployment,the ship can be held, in case of shallow waters, using two-point anchoring. In case of deeper waters orwhen the anchoring must be avoided (e.g. not to impact on the habitats), the boat can drift or can motorslowly into the current or wind (to balance their effects). Once the ROV is lifted and softly lowered into thewater, the pilot should fly it a short-distance away from the ship and make it dive using its thrusters. At 20m far from the mother-ship, the acoustic positioning system as well as other features must be checked toverify that they areworking properly.
Task execution: once completely dived into the water, the ROV driven by the pilot can reach its workingareawhere it has to perform the planned tasks. In the scope of ATLANTIS, ROVs can be used either to cleansurfaces (such as submerged substructures) and to help divers and workers while performing theiractivities. Specific functions will be attributed during the development of the project and are defined inDeliverable D2.1 “Requirements of the Scenarios”.
Recovery [15]: as for the deployment, even for the recovery phase, the vessel should be kept steady byanchoring it or drifting it against the sea current: even in this case the ROV supervisor has to give the greenlight for the recovery. Good practice is to surface the ROV away from the vessel (quite far from the vessel
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propellers) and then manually (or using cranes or other lifting tools) recover it. ROV recovery is strictlydependent on its class and type.
Stowage [15]: before being stowed and the samples being processed, in accordance to specificrequirements, all the equipment should be cleaned with freshwater. ROV logs, data and video should bedownloaded in a folder to record the mission's information for later archiving. The download of datashould be done the earliest possible in order to prevent samples' deterioration or loss.
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19Discovermore info about IMO’s initiative regardingMASS at:
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/MeetingSummaries/MSC/Pages/MSC-99th-session.aspx

4. ASV
The ASV (Autonomous Surface Vehicle), as well as other kind of unmanned marine vehicles, are becomingincreasingly popular, but in spite of that there is still a deep gap between technological development andexisting legal frameworks. The difficulties in ratifying specific laws for this kind of technologies are due toseveral aspects, such as their autonomy level (if fully autonomous or remotely controlled), the unmannednature of the vehicle (this leads to some uncertainties in the matter of liability issues) and the variety ofapplications (military, civil, commercial, etc.). The scope of this section is to try and frame ASVs intoexisting regulations and guidelines.
Autonomous Ships are now a very promising technology and currently several projects are working onboth legal and technical challenges. The interest of the shipping industry on this topic cannot dispensefrom stronger and clearer legal rules and for this reason international organizations, namely IMO(International Maritime Organization), have started taking appropriate measures to regulate and ensuresafety during the operations ofMaritime Autonomous Surface Ships19 (MASS).
In this chapter several maritime rules related to both international and national regulations, as well astreaties governing ASV, are described, considering obligations and responsibilities of operators andowners of unmanned autonomous vessels. The scope of this work is to assess the current legal frameworkfor marine vehicles, by trying to fit it into the application of unmanned and autonomous vessels involvedin O&Mactivities for offshorewind.
To have a better understanding of the legal aspects that apply to ASVs, it is worth to provide a clarificationon the different terminologies used when discussing about MAVs (Maritime Autonomous Vehicles). Byusing the term “unmanned” it is possible to go further the autonomy degree of the crewless vessels. Inparticular, six levels of autonomy have been identified by Lloyd’s Register [16], ranging from decisionsupport on board to a fully autonomous vessel. In the regulatory context, autonomy degrees can begrouped into four categories [16]:

 (M)Manual navigationwith automated decision support; (R) Remotely-controlled vessel with crew on board; (RU) Remotely-controlled vessel without crew on board; (A) Autonomous vessel.
The adoption of the term “unmanned”may be helpful to encompass the different degrees of autonomy ofthe vessel, by going over the classified distinctions. In this report this approach has been chosen (followingthe guidelines of IMO), and, where necessary, regulations applicable for only “fully autonomous” vesselshave been distinguished.
The first part of this chapter concerns international laws and standards, providing a set of the existingregulations formaritime vehicles and how they can be applied to unmanned vehicles.
The second part focuses on national laws, with a focus on the Portuguese framework. The core of thissubsection is a set of national regulations concerning ocean-related activities, with insights on insurance,liability in case of collision, registration, duties of the operators and dispute settlement in national courts.Special emphasis is reserved to the United Kingdom legal framework, since the UK stands as the market
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20UK in 2019was the country with highest OW installed capacity (around 10 GW) followed by Germany (7.5 GW) and Denmark (1.7GW). SeeWind Europe’s windmarket statistics at:
https://windeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/files/about-wind/statistics/WindEurope-Annual-Offshore-Statistics-2019.pdf
21 The International Maritime Organization (IMO) is a specialized agency of the United Nations that is responsible for measures toimprove the safety of international shipping and to preventmarine pollution from ships. SeeWebsite: http://www.imo.org
22 Research Project, funded by EU, MUNIN is the abbreviation for ´Maritime Unmanned Navigation through Intelligence inNetworks´ highlighting the project’s aim to develop technology for an unmanned and autonomous vessel. Formore details see:http://www.unmanned-ship.org/munin/about/
23 The full UNCLOS convention can be found at:
https://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/unclos_e.pdf

with the highest potential for offshore wind20 and at the same time is a pioneer in the development ofautonomous vessels.
It is worth to mention that, wherever applicable, commonly used design standards should be applied toASVs, provided that themanned requirement is not binding. For instance, the International Code of Safetyfor High-Speed Craft (HSC code), which defines mandatory requirements for high-speed crafts (eithercargo or passenger crafts, capable of operating at planning speed), might be applied to ASVs as well (mostlikely scenario is that ASVs should comply with cargo crafts’ requirements). More difficult is the applianceof the Code of Safety for Special Purpose Ships (SPS Code) for which the presence of the crew onboardseems to be a binding requirement.

4.1.International standards and regulations
The most important rules governing sea activities are amended by the IMO21 and they focus onenvironmental, health and safety issues, collisions avoidance, legal matters, technical co-operation, thuscovering everything that affects the overall efficiency of shipping. The main goal of these treaties is todefine guidelines and standards which should be transposed in laws and applied by the State parties.International conventions (such as UNCLOS, COLREGs and SOLAS, described in detail below) have beendrafted for vessels with a crew on-board: removing the crew most of the requirements defined in theconventions are no longer valid. This leads to three different scenarios: (1) the unmanned ships don’tcomply with the existing regulations and hence are illegal, (2) the legal framework cannot be applied tounmanned vehicles because of their nature, (3) responsibilities and duties must be addressed to shore-based personnel. The last approach is the most common in the literature: in MUNIN22 (EU funded project)project for example, the participants have identified in the Shore Control Centre (SCC) the liable legalsubject [17].
In this section themain existing instruments governing the operations and navigation at sea are described,moreover ASV’s compliancewith these instruments and rules is analysed.

4.1.1. UNCLOS
The UNCLOS, also known as “Constitution for the Ocean”, is the international law of the sea (contracted by168 parties) aiming at promoting and ensuring a peaceful use of the oceans and seas. The UNCLOS wasratified and adhered by 167 countries and by the European Union (EU). UNCLOS lays down the rules toestablish and delimitate marine zones and it indicates contracting States’ rights and obligations, which aredifferent for each zone. It regulates commercial vessels and marine vehicles used for MSR (MarineScientific Research): in this section both domains and howASVs can fit these regulations is described.
UNCLOS specifies universally recognized rules governing all uses of the oceans, their resources and theactivities undertaken therein, as well as the definition of the flag and coastal States’ roles and their rightsand obligations23. The UNCLOS framework was adopted among the member States through several
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24 For more details see: I Henderson and B Cavanagh, ‘Unmanned Aerial Vehicles: Do They Pose Legal Challenges?’ in H Nasu, RMcLaughlin (eds), New Technologies and the Law of Armed Conflict (Springer, Canberra, 2014), 193-212, at p. 197.

international conventions and it doesn't recognize and regulate directly the UnmannedMaritime Vehicles(UMV). It’s a matter of fact that UMVs and more specifically autonomous ships, being a new reality, raisenew legal challenges which have to be faced and tackled by international laws. Considering that UNCLOSdoesn't introduce any exception for unmanned embarkations, it might be possible to include crewlessvehicles in the regulatory framework applied for conventional ships and vessels as far as possible, as it hasbeen done for the UAVs, which are not excluded from the legal regime pertinent to aircraft24.
The UNCLOS splits the oceanwaters in five different zoneswhere different legal regimes are applied:

1. Internal waters: they include ports, rivers, inlets and other marine spaces landward of thebaseline. The port State has jurisdiction to enforce its regulations;2. Territorial Sea: located12 nautical miles from the baseline, the coastal State has unlimitedjurisdiction over all activities, unless some restrictions are imposed by law.3. Contiguous Zone: is the intermediary zone between territorial sea and high seas which extends upto 24 nautical miles from the baseline. The coastal state has jurisdiction in matter of preventing orpunishing violation of customs, fiscal, immigration or sanitary legislation.4. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ): it extends from the territorial sea to the high sea, up to200 nauticalmiles from the baseline. In this zone the coastal State has exclusive sovereignty and it cantherefore take actions aiming at exploring, exploiting and conserving natural resources.5. High Seas: beyond 200 nautical miles from the shore, are open and freely available to everyone.On the High Seas, no State can act or interferewith justified and equal interest of other States.
The first fundamental question is to understandwhether unmanned vehicles can be classified as “ships” or“vessels” given the definition drafted by the convention (the two terms are used interchangeably in theUNCLOS). Furthermore, it would be unjustified that two ships, one manned and the other one unmanned,performing the same activities with the same dangers associated, would not be subjected to the samerules addressed tomitigate those dangers.
The UNCLOS doesn't provide a unique definition of vessels, but it indicates some guidelines to group themaccording to their purpose and public or private function performed. The UNCLOS defines States’ vesselsor any kind of ship navigating for non-commercial purposes (such as research surveys, rescues at sea, etc.)as warships, and thusmilitary or political instrument of the State. Merchant ships are not officially definedin the UNCLOS and neither in other customary regulation, but it is a common practice to identify them asprivate sea-going vessels which are not either government ships or warships operating for non-commercial purposes (as are fishing vessels, passenger boats, oil tankers, cargo ships and research vesselsnot operating by the government). Nowadays merchant ships are subjected to international laws andmaritime conventions applied to different areas, which lay down technical requirements and indicatetheir own definitions of vessel or ship.
It’s important to identify which definition ASVs belong to, in order to understand if they have to stick ornot to the existing standards.
4.1.1.1 UNCLOS for USV
Assuming that unmanned vehicles and ships comply with “ships” and “vessels” definition within theUNCLOS, we can consider that they are subjected to the same rules as any ordinary crewed ship. Thehypothesis of considering an ASV as a vessel or a ship is assumed in this section: eventual issues related tothe unmanned nature of the craft are also addressed.
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25 The ‘flag state’ of a merchant vessel is the jurisdiction under whose laws the vessel is registered or licensed and is deemed thenationality of the vessel.

Technical requirements- Registration: Article 94 of the UNCLOS imposes to the flag State25 to create andmaintain a registration of the vessels flying its flag, in accordance to Article 91(1) (which requires a genuinelink between the flag State and the registered vessel) and Article 92(1) (which imposes that a vessel shouldfly under the flag of one State only). By applying these rules to the unmanned vessels, each State shall befree to determine the criteria and procedures necessary to attribute its nationality to the unmanned ships.
Due to the different nature of unmanned vehicles compared to regular ones, the adoption of a specificdatabase for unmanned vessels might be necessary, or alternatively a clear statement of their nature. Inaddition to the information required for regular vessels (such as size, ownership, port of registry,identification number, etc.) technical and specific features shall be registered (such as the technologyinvolved for the navigation, the distance from the control centre, the endurance, etc.).
There are some exceptions for ships to be registered by the flag States, as stated in Article 94(2)(a): shipsthat are excluded from generally accepted international regulations, due to their small size, have thenationality of the owner by default. The UNCLOS adopted this strategy to avoid and exclude from onerousrequirements of registration small local vessels that would normally navigate just within the costal States’waters. It is worth to notice that the UNCLOS doesn't require the areawhere vessels should sail in order forthem to be registered. It is also important to mention that the Article 94(2)(a) doesn't indicate theexemption from the registration as mandatory: States can still impose the registration for these smallvessels and unmanned vessels that are excluded from GAIRS (Generally Accepted International Rules andStandards) because of their small size.
The ASVs deployed for offshore wind farm inspections may be part of this category, since most of the timepower plants are placedwithin national waters.
Legal regime of flagged unmanned vessels: the unmanned vessel registered at national level acquires theright to fly the flag of the registering State, the right to receive documents attesting such registration andthe right to enjoy diplomatic protection [18]. The right of diplomatic protection means that only the flagState may legally represent the vessel before other entities such as State, international organization,courts and tribunal.
Some concerns arise for unmanned vessel regarding this topic, especially on how the diplomaticprotection works in case of shore-based control. For manned ships, the physical presence of the crewleads to consider it as a part of the vessel and hence it is subjected to the diplomatic protection of the flagState. The physical link doesn't exist in the case of unmanned vessels, for which the SCC and hence thedistance-based master may be able to monitor and control the vehicles from another country. Theexclusive jurisdiction of the flag State doesn't exonerate a third State to affirm its jurisdiction over itsnational borders, hence as long as a legal solution is not found, the shore-based master and the crew canalways be subjected to the jurisdiction of the State of nationality [18].
Being the unmanned vessels subjected to the sovereignty of the Coastal State in both territorial andinternal waters, the incompliance enables the coastal State to take actions to stop a certain conduct,requiring an immediate withdrawal and even boarding and expelling the unmanned vessel from theterritorial sea [19]. In the EEZ the unmanned vessels may be subjected to the jurisdiction of third Statesrather than the flag State, as a result of specific treaties. As indicated in Articles 210(3), 220(5) and (6), thecoastal State, within the EEZ, may exert its sovereignty over unmanned vessels if they are involved inactivities thatmay contaminate or jeopardize themarine environment.
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26 See preamble of the IMOAssembly Resolution No. 671(16), Safety Zones and Safety of Navigation AroundOffshore Installationsand Structures, (19 October 1989), Annex 1(1), available at:http://www.imo.org/blast/blastDataHelper.asp?data_id=22502&filename=A671.pdf

The flag State shall ensure that each ship is governed by a master who owns appropriate qualifications, asstated in Article 94(4)(b) of the UNCLOS, also in case of unmanned vessels.
4.1.1.2 UNCLOS and UMV for MSR
Besides “ships” and “vessels”, in the UNCLOS other terminologies ASVs may be placed within are used,such as “structures”, “platforms”, “artificial islands”, “installations” and “equipment”. As indicated in [18]UMV, ASVs can be classified as “equipment” (the definition is given in Articles: 1(5)(b)(i), 21(2), 62(4)(a),94(3)(a), 94(4)(a), 129, 194(3)(c)(d), 202(a)(iii),211(6)(c), 217(2), 226(1)(a)(i), 248(b), 249(1)(g), 274(b),275(2)). The same term is described in the UNCLOS as ‘a device or instrument of quick deployment andremoval, normally not fixed or anchored to the ocean floor’.
In Section IV part XII the UNCLOS lays down the rules for UMVs used for MSR activities, which can beconsidered as a landmark to discuss the legal framework for UMV, and hence ASV used for other purposes.It’s worth to cite that in the UNCLOS is also provided a difference between “pure” and “applied” MSRactivities.
Pure research (mentioned in Article 246(3)) is the activity carried out for peaceful purposes, aiming atincreasing human knowledge about themarine environmentwithout resulting in economic benefits.
Applied research (mentioned in Article 249(2)) is also performed for peaceful purposes, aiming atexploiting living and non-living marine resources. This kind of research is driven by economic reasons andbenefits that either individuals and/or companiesmay earn from the sea exploration.
The use of ASVs in offshore wind farms would better fit the “applied research” rather than the “pureresearch” as it results in economic benefits for companies, but it can also be exploited to have a betterunderstanding of themarine environment and its processes.
Technical requirements- Registration
Article 262 does not oblige to register UMVs used in MSR activities, but it prescribes that the equipmentdeployed in the marine environment for MSR purposes should bear identification indicating their purposeand identifying the State or the International organization they belong to.
Same approach might be used for ASVs implied in offshore wind farms: in this case the vehicles might belogged in national registers or otherwise have labels reporting their owner (SCC or the third party involvedin IMR activities) and purpose (surveillance, monitoring, etc.). The absence of registration leads to someproblems, due to:

 impossibility of the coastal State to identify and confirm the device; uncertainty of liability in case of accidents at sea, such as collision. The absence of registry maycreate additional constraints regarding the identification of the liable State or organization.
Technical requirements-Warning signals
To ensure safety at sea, the Article 262 of the UNCLOS imposes to have adequatewarning signals agreed atinternational level. Warning signals, as pointed by the IMO resolution 671(16) 26, may include lights, soundsignals, radar watch, listening for warning vessels on VHF channel or other appropriate frequencies andmeans for permanent visual out-look. The adoption of warning signals would facilitate the identification of
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ASVs among other similar devices avoiding collision, fostering safe navigation and finally it would preventASVs’ interferencewith other legitimate activities and uses of the sea (such as fishing).
Technical requirements- Physical deployment
Article 258 of the UNCLOS set out the conditions for the deployment of UMVs forMSR in the sea, adoptinga zone-based approach: requirements and permitting may vary from zone to zone and case by case. Asoffshore wind farms are usually deployed from 20 to 40 km far from the coast, the deployment of ASVswould interest both territorial seas and EEZ. In both cases the physical deployment is allowed underexpressed consent from the Coastal State, even if the vehicle is drifted into the selected area from otherzones or if it is launched by an aircraft.
The deployment of an UMV in the EEZ is subjected to the coastal State’s consent, however Article 246(3)limits the power of the Coastal State and define compulsory consents in specific cases.
Article 246(5)(c) allows optional consent from the Coastal States when the deployment of the UMVs isimplied in the construction, operation or use of artificial islands, installations (as it might be in case ofOWFs), and structures mentioned in Article 60 and 56 of the UNCLOS (in which energy power plant areincluded). In the scope of ATLANTIS, the deployment of ASV (if considered as UMV for MSR appliedactivities) for IMR activities in OffshoreWind Farmwould need to face the optional consents of the CoastalState.

4.1.2. COLREGs
The International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea (COLREG) was ratified by 169 contractingparties in 1972 with the scope to prevent collisions at sea. It is applied to all vessels or water crafts used asmeans of transportation in high water sea, as indicated in Rule 3a of Part A of the convention. In the scopeof ATLANTIS, the ASVmight be intended as a mean of transportation for the presence of sensors and toolson-board, as well as for its capability to transport and deploy any other kind of robot in the place where itsoperation is needed.
The convention is composed by 38 rules and divided in 5 parts:

I. Part A – General Rules (Rules 1-3);II. Part B – Steering and Sailing (Rules 4-19);III. Part C – Light and Shapes (Rules 20-31);IV. Part D – Sound and Light Signals (Rules 32-37);V. Part E – Exemptions (Rule 38).
Besides the five parts, it also includes 4 annexes regarding technical details and requirements for lightsand sound signals.
Whilst the majority of the rules refers directly to the vessel itself, Rule 2(a) places the responsibility tocomply with the rules on the owner, master or crew. According to this rule a mariner should act as “theordinary practice of seaman”, which stands for a normal behaviour dictated by the circumstances,experience, knowledge and perception. It needs to be noted that, being an ASV driven by a computer, it isvery hard to assign the ordinary practice of a seaman to a computer. For this reason, clear and specificregulations for autonomous marine vehicles need to be ratified, especially to solve issues related toliability and responsibility, which represent the major concern that ASVs have to face and which may slowdown the deployment of autonomous robots in the offshore sector.
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The main goals of COLREG are related to collision avoidance, which is mitigated by establishing navigationstandards and safety requirements. The convention covers decision-making and situation awarenessincluding look-out, which is defined by Rule 5 as follows:
“Every vessel shall at all times maintain a proper look-out by sight and hearing as well as by all availablemeans appropriate in the prevailing circumstances and conditions so as to make a full appraisal of thesituation and of the risk of collision”.
According to the rules, the term look-out, rather than strictly implying a person, represents in a generalway an adopted system capable of collecting information. The look-out rule aims at making whoevercontrols the ship aware about what is ongoing in the surrounding area of the ship, making them informedabout the decisions and actions which have to be undertaken in order to avoid collisions. The matter is tounderstand if the Rule 5 can authorise the replacement of human look-out by several technologies such ascameras, radar and others. This issue can be solved, and the replacement accepted, if the equipment isable to provide to the controller an adequate overview of the circumstances, allowing him to takeappropriate actions as promptly as, if not even better, a real controller on-board.
In case of collision among remotely-controlled vehicles, the SCC and the owner might be considered liablefor not complying with the COLREGs. The scenario is different if the ship is driven by Artificial Intelligence(AI): in this case the manufacturer, who understands the decision-making process, might be the only oneliable because of SCC’s lack of knowledge. Even though human operators placed in the SCC monitor theASVs, it might happen that the AI makes a decision that breaches the COLREGs faster than a humanoperator, and hence might not be possible to avoid the created danger: in this case the owner or theproducer of the ASV should be liable.
Rule 6 is about safety speed, which has to bemanaged according to several factors, such as visibility, trafficdensity, wind, current, manoeuvrability and other characteristics of the vessel. ASVs might not interferewith this rule as long as they respect all the factorsmentioned.
Rule 18 is applied to vessels in sight of one another, and since they need to be able to observe each otheronly bymeans of sensors and not visually, this wouldmean that they can’t comply with this rule, unless thereconstruction of the surrounding areas with the assistance of sensors able to identify obstacles may becompared to visibility. If not, Rule 19, which regards vessels in conditions of restricted visibility, may beapplied. The term “restricted visibility” is defined by Rule 3 as “any condition in which the visibility isjeopardized due to fog, snow, rainstorms and other causes”. If the assumption that vessels can’t complywith Rule 18 is taken, other possibilities might be considering ASV as “not under command” or “restrictedin ability tomanoeuvre”. These assumptions arise some concerns, because ASVs are designed to work andbehave as manned vessels. Furthermore, a vessel “not under command”, as defined in Rule 3, is a vesselthat under exceptional circumstances is unable tomanoeuvre as required and since the vessel is supposedto be unmanned all the time it can’t be considered as exceptional circumstance.
Part C &D define detailed requirements for the signals whichmust be used to communicatewith other seausers. The technical requirements are specified in the Annexes I-IV, but it is worth to say that the ASVshould be equipped with very sophisticated systems as it needs to be able to detect signals coming fromother vessels. Furthermore, making the communication system as resilient as possible to ordinary andlikely failures will be the first step to demonstrate safety credentials of ASVs and thus increasing theiracceptance.
In the four Annexes, as already mentioned, the COLREGs define some technical requirements, which haveto be taken into account by the ASC manufacturer, related to shape and sensors positioning, sound anddistress signals.
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4.1.3. SOLAS
The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) is an international maritime treatyratified in 1974 by 164 contracting parties. It sets minimum safety requirements for the construction,equipment and operation of ships and it is articulated along 14 articles and one annex spread in 12chapters. For the aim of this assessment, the SOLAS will be evaluated considering regulations concerningconstruction, fire protection, life rescue, radiocommunications, navigation and safetymeasures.
The SOLAS presents a wide flexibility, since the contracting government may exempt the vessels from thecompliance with some provisions, if research and development are jeopardized by the application of thesaid provisions. In that sense, ASV may stand to benefit from this dispensation, but much depends on theattitude of the domestic regulators.
Construction (Chapter II)
In chapter II ships’ structure, subdivision and stability, machinery and electrical installation are defined. Asexplained in Regulation 5-1, it is requested that the ship master has to be supplied with all the informationnecessaries to make him/her aware about the operating conditions. The chapter also highlights the needof alarm signals, and following the spirit of the regulations, ASVs should be equipped with alarm signals tohelp the crew on the SCC to take command of the vehicle when a danger is approaching.
Fire protection (Chapter II)
Structural requirements aiming at ensuring the safety from fire are prescribed in Chapter II. Besidestechnical requirements for the alarm systems, Regulations 15 and 16 also prescribe onboard training anddrills, with the scope of boosting personnel skills in terms of fire containment and extinction. For ASVsthese requirements make no longer sense and according to Regulation 4-1, which establish the exemptionfor individual ships from these requirements if considered “unnecessary or unreasonable” and the shipnavigates within 20 miles from the shore. Because of either the unmanned nature of ASVs and their“usual” navigating distance, in the scope of ATLANTIS, ASVs might be exempted by fire protectionrequirements.
Radiocommunication (Chapter IV)
Radiocommunications requirements and transmission capabilities are prescribed in Chapter IV. WhilstRegulation 16 of the chapter requires that every ship should carry personnel qualified for distress andsafety radiocommunications, in the context of ASVs the prescribed capabilities should be delegated to theSCC.
Navigation (Chapter V)
Regulation 14 of Chapter V requires that all ships must be sufficiently and efficiently manned, from asafety perspective, but the regulation does not explicitly require that at least one member should be onboard at any time. Regulation 15 prescribes principles in order to “facilitate the tasks to be performed bythe bridge team and the pilot in making full appraisal of the situation”. In case of ASV these requirementsmight be fulfilled by a qualified individual that monitor the vehicle from the SCC andwho can take remote-control of the ship immediately. This means that an ASV not monitored and which cannot be remotely-operated does not comply with the regulation. Regulation 33 remarks the obligation for the master of theship to provide assistance to a person in distress at sea, whatever possible and within his/her possibilities.In the unmanned context, the dutymay be charged to the SCC, whose tasks and actions would not concernthe physical rescue of the person but rather the obligation to alert rescue authorities. A remote controllerof an ASV that, having received the distress signals, does not undertake any action to save the person in
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27 RoboLaw (Regulating Emerging Robotic Technologies in Europe: Robotics facing Law and Ethics) is an EU funded project, endedin 2014. The main objective of the RoboLaw project was to understand the legal and ethical implications of emerging robotictechnologies and to uncover (1) whether existing legal frameworks are adequate and workable in light of the advent and rapidproliferation of robotics technologies, and (2) in which ways developments in the field of robotics affect norms, values and socialprocesses.More info about the project can be found at:
http://www.robolaw.eu/projectdetails.htm
28The full report can be found at:
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2016/571379/IPOL_STU(2016)571379_EN.pdf

danger, would imply that he is breaching the spirit of the duty. As a result of this misbehaviour, theintegration of ASV into the conventionalmaritime community would getmore difficult.
Safetymanagement (Chapter IX)
Principally, the chapter requires to the ship to comply with the International Safety Management (ISM)code. Well-defined and specific guidelines are needed in case of ASVs, especially regarding therequirements and the identification of the master’s responsibilities, the overall procedures, shipboardoperations and documentation.
Safetymeasures (Chapter XI 1 & 2)
This chapter defines additional measures to enhance safety and security of ships. Themain concern whicharises with ASVs is related to cyber infiltration. According to Regulation 6, the ships should have an alertsystemwhich communicates to the designated authorities its position and that its security is under threat.In case of an ASV, a similar system might be used to alert the SCC that the vehicle is under a physical orcyber-security threat.

4.1.4. EP Guidelines on Civil Law Rules on robotics
The work conducted within the funded European project FP7 called RoboLaw27, whose aim was to studythe application of law to robotic technologies, has inspired the European Commission (EC) which hasdrawn up a report about recommendations on Civil Law Rules on Robotics,28 then approved by theEuropean Parliament (EP) in 2017. This report addresses ethical, social and technical issues for the use ofautonomous cars and healthcare robotics; it doesn’t cover specific issues related to the marine domain,nevertheless some guidelines may fit into the use of ASVs. Whilst autonomous cars and healthcare robotshave a strong interaction and influence on human operators, since they could replace some of the workthat humans perform, the concept is a bit different when referring to ASVs, because they will notnecessarily reduce human jobs, but they might increase safety in some operations. For this reason, not allthe topics reported in the EP Guidelinesmight be suitable for ASVs: themost important ones are related toclassification, liability, standardization, safety and security, andwill be discussed in this section.
Before describing the guidelines, it is worth to explain some concerns raised by the EP at some points. Atpoint 1 the EP has requested the EC to provide a detailed description of autonomous robots withreferences to autonomy degree, adaptive behaviour, self-learning and physical support. The EP also askedto the EC to foster standardization for data protection, privacy and risk assessment, to define criteria toidentify areas where robotics experiments are allowed. Very relevant concerns are those related toliability issues: at Point 27 it is suggested to apply strict liability as a rule, meaning that it must be provedthat the damage has been caused by a harmful behaviour of the robot, mindless of the fault. Liabilityshould be proportional to the degree of autonomy, as indicated at Point 28, while at Point 29 the motionproposes a mandatory insurance scheme to be taken out by the producer [20]. A compensatory fund,complementary to the mandatory insurance, might be used to defray cases not covered by commercialinsurance.
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29 Formore information about the first ASV registered in the UK Ship Registry see article at:
https://www.ukshipregister.co.uk/news/uk-ship-register-signs-its-first-unmanned-vessel/
30 ASV are robots, hence being a product should be subjected to “product liability” according to: A. Bertolini, P. Salvini, T. Pagliai, A.Morachioli, G. Acerbi, L. Trieste, F. Cavallo, G. Turchetti, and P. Dario, “On robots and insurance”. It can be found online at:
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12369-016-0345-z

Classification
As mentioned before, the report highlights the need to define a detailed and clear definition forautonomous robots according to several aspects. The adversity in classifying an ASV as a vessel makes theapplication of the current regulation very hard, and this is an issue thatmust to be solved. Other guidelinesas [21] and [12] have already provided a classification of ASVs considering mainly their size and degree ofautonomy.
Registration
The EP requested the EC to ratify a registration system at European Level, based on classification criteriaand managed by a future EU Agency for Robots and Artificial Intelligence. Even though in the UK the firstASV has been registered in the UK Shipping Registry29, it is highly inadvisableto have individual country-based registries with different classification criteria. For this reason, European Registers or even better anInternational Register, promoted by the IMO, would be the best option, helping manufacturers, ownersand users and also enhancing legal certainty [20].
Risk and safety
An important issue highlighted by the EP in the report is the need for risk assessment and code sharing, inorder to investigate liability and bugs in case of accidents. The major risk an ASV has to face is that ofcollision, so it is important that proper countermeasures are taken to avoid (or at least mitigate) this risk.Even though several technologiesmight be helpful (such as radar sensors, cameras, LIDAR, etc.) to build upa collision avoidance algorithm, this might not be enough to foresee the dynamical behaviour of othervessels: for this reason, dedicated sea lanes can be helpful to avoid collisions. COLREGs relies on humancontrol in navigation, which heavily depends on the type of vessel, its tonnage and navigation’scircumstances: for an ASV it might be tough to recognize automatically and rapidly all the possiblevariants. The report also highlights the need for access to the source code and interoperability toinvestigate accidents. The access to the source code might raise Intellectual Property (IP) issues, resultingin a chilling effect on the market development, because manufacturers might not be willing to give accessto their code and share their intellectual properties. This issue might be solved by accessing data logs [20]through standardized black box, whichwouldmake the investigation easier and less time expensive.
Liability and Insurance
One of the most relevant issues related to the use of autonomous robots, ASVs in this case, deals withliability and responsibility in case of accident or damage to third party. The EP suggests using strict liabilityas a rule, indicating that liability should be proportional to the degree of autonomy. For other philosophyof thoughts30, as ASVs are a product, the product liability regime should be applied: this makes theproducer responsible for damages caused by the user to third parties. Liability rules, besides identifyingthe responsible in case of damage to third party, also define proper compensation methodologies for theharmed party. The most common way is to have an insurance policy. The EP has proposed a mandatoryinsurance scheme, similar to the one that applies to cars, to be subscribed by the producers, and it alsorecommends complementing it with a compensatory fund for all cases not covered by the basic insurance,which is mandatory. Itis worth to mention that even though ROVs and AUVs have specific insurance
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policies, well defined and already commercialized, the same cannot be said for UMVs, even though themarket is already looking for a solution.
4.1.5. Liability issues for ASV

Due to the increased use of ASVs, future accidents will rise caused by technical defects, while theweight ofthe human error will be reduced or moved elsewhere. Current laws don’t identify liable subjects forautonomous operations. Several actors could be liable for accidents provoked by autonomous systems:the responsibility might fall on the owner/operator of the USV (Unmanned Surface Vehicles) or even onthemanufacturer who created the defective vehicle.
In case of collision, the “ship” is liable without any mention to the person actually behind the collision,while environmental rules address the responsibility to the registered ship owner [22].
Damages and accidents caused by a ROV should be similarly treated as errors committed by on-boardcrew: in this case instead, as mentioned in MUNIN project [17] , the SCC is liable in case of accidents. Thesituation is different for autonomous vehicles. For instance, the operator (hence the SCC) might beresponsible in case of failure or fault in the software of the autonomous vehicle, but in case of theconnection between the USV and the SCC is cut-off is less obvious that the owner/operator is liable, as thevehicle has to rely only on its autonomous system (without the possibility to be monitored and blockedremotely). The use of USVs arises some issues related to liability and responsibility in case of incidents andcollisions. Liability issues are different according to the size and the degree of autonomy of the UMV.Before analysing the possible liability regime it is worth to provide a classification of the UMVs (and henceASVs) based on their size and degree of autonomy. A brief description of the liability regime is thenprovided. In the classification, only the ASVs deployed in OWFs have been considered.
There are many ways of classifying USVs according to different criteria such as size, speed, intended use,potential hazards, etc. The EDA (European Defence Agency) through SARUMS (Safety and Regulation forEuropean Unmanned Maritime Systems) group has detailed the best practices for Unmanned MaritimeSystems handling, operations, design and regulation by publishing a document [21] in 2012, then updatedin 2015. They identified categories are:

 Length: small (up to 12meters), medium (from 12 to 24m) and large (over 24m); Distance of operation: low end (less than 100 nautical miles) and high end (more than 100 nauticalmiles); Speed: low end (less than 30 knots) and high end (more than 30 knots).
In the Code of Practice [12], the UKMaritime Autonomous Systems RegulatoryWorking Group (MASRWG)focuses onUSVs up to 24meters and provides a classification considering both length and speed.
Both document [21] and [12] provide a further classification based on the autonomy degree of the USVs,organized on six levels (level 0 refers tomanned vehicles) , as follows:
1. Remote Controlled: vehicle movement and actions are directly controlled by the operator whotakes all decisions;2. Directed: the vehicle can suggest actions, but the operator has the authority to take decisions;3. Delegated: the vehicle can request to perform actions, but it needs the operator’s consensus;4. Monitored: the USV invokes functions and the operator’s consensus is not necessary;5. Autonomous: the USV, by sensing the surrounding environment, defines actions to be performedwithout warning the operator but only reporting to him/her.

In this work the same categorization illustrated in [23] is used, based on lengths. The adopted classificationis:
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 Light: overall length < 1.4m; Small: 1.4m ≤ overall length < 12m; Medium: 12m ≤ overall length < 24m; Large: overall length ≥ 24m.
As suggested in [23] other parameters should be considered, such as the intended used and who theoperator is.
Assessing the existing liability regime in the tort law, it would make sense to consider only responsibilityderiving from damages to third-parties, without taking into account criminal regimes. A brief descriptionof the different regimes considered appropriate in case of USVs is provided down here.
1. Liability with fault: requires the human intention to damage something/someone. It makes senseto apply it to ROVwhere the human actionmight represent the intention to produce a fault, whilstin case of an ASV it would be very hard to assign the intention to the vehicle itself.2. Strict liability (without fault) and Absolute liability: the damaged party (claimant) needs to provethat the tort occurred because of the liable person’s fault. The defendant can prove due diligenceand can raise a defence of absence of fault. The claimant has to prove the defect in the robot andthe causal relationship between the damage and the defect, as indicated in Directive 85/374/EEC[23]. Absolute liability is similar to strict liability, except for the fact that the due diligence cannotbe used as a defence.3. Product liability: it is related to defects in a product.4. Vicarious liability: this liability arises when a superior is responsible for the conduct of asubordinate. This might be an important approach in case of USVs for which normally morepeople are involved in the operations. The USV might be seen as the employee and the operatorsas the principal.5. Abnormally dangerous activities liability: it derives from abnormally dangerous activities. Theparty conducting these activities is liable unless it can prove due diligence.

In this assessment the absence of the intention to damage a third party has been assumed, both for theUSV and the person driving/monitoring the vehicle. In case of cyber-attack, the hacker takes control of theUSV and might cause damage to a third party: in this case the liable person might be the onecontrolling/monitoring the vehicle, even though themanufacturemight be liable as well for not protectingthe USV against cyberthreats.
In case the USV is not used in its normal operating conditions (thus without fulfilling the manufacturer’sindications), in case of damage, the liable subject should be whoever has decided to launch the USV at seaor the one who commanded that action. In the following cases it is assumed that the USV is usedrespecting the limits imposed by themanufacturer (thus in its normal operating conditions).
In case of light USVs, as they can cause minimum damages to other vessels, they can be exempted frominsurance, as usually happen for drones. Besides insurance exemption they can still require authorizationto operate, which can be either implicit (as in case of commercial products) or explicit (in case of modifiedprototypes). As suggested by the EP Resolution (2015/2013(INL)) at Point 59b, as long as the damage isminimum no person is liable, and a compensation fund might be enough to reimburse the damaged thirdparty [23].
In case of small,medium or large USVs for level 4 and 5 (hence in the ASV case), the strict liabilitymight notbe the best option as in this case the vehicle operates autonomously, and the human operator can onlysupervise its actions. In this circumstance the absolute liability should be applied for theproducer/manufacturer. Even though the operator might be guilty for not properly monitoring the USV,the biggest share of liability should be assigned to the producer, who has deployed into the market a
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vehicle which is supposed to operate by itself with no need of intervention [23]. In case of modified USVthe liability falls upon the oneswhomodified it as theirmodificationmay alter the vehicle behaviour.
4.2. National Framework

In this chapter both Portuguese and British national laws governing the use of ASVs are reported.Particularly, Section 4.2.1 presents how Portuguese laws deal with ASVs’ requirements concerning: theregistration of the vehicle, the documentation required and insurance and liability issues. In regard of theBritish legal framework are discussed topics such as: ASVs’ registration, personnel competences andrequirements, design and vehicles standards and requirements, ASV deployment’s approval and SCC’srequirements.
4.2.1. Legal Portuguese context

In this section the Portuguese legal framework and its appliance to ASVs is presented, starting from thesubdivision of the Portuguese waters and later assessing all the requirements that operator, users andmanufacturer must fulfil. Article 5 of the Constitution of the Portuguese Republic (CRP) establishes as“territory of Portugal” the European mainland (historically defined as Portuguese) together with theAzores andMadeira archipelagos. According to Law No. 34/2006 of 28 July, Portugal exercises jurisdictionor sovereignty over international waters, territorial seas, contiguous zone, EEZ and the continental shelf inline with the UNCLOS. In accordance with the UNCLOS, territorial sea extends up to 12 nautical miles fromthe shore, whilst contiguous zones extend up to 24 nautical miles from the baseline and the EEZ up to 200nautical miles from the shore. LawNo. 34/2006 divides Portuguese EEZ in three sub areas (shown in Figure4.1):
 Mainland sub-area: whose extension covers 287 521 km2; Madeira sub-area: which covers 442 248 km2; Azores sub-area: which covers 930 687 km2.

Figure 4.1: Subdivision of Portuguese waters.
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Article 14 of the Decree-Law 34/2006 establishes that the jurisdiction over Portuguese maritime zones isexercised by the Systemof theMaritime Authority (SAM), by the Navy and by the Air Force.
SAM is an organization which includes transversal institutions such as military and civil entities, technicalbodies and police authorities [18]. According to Article 7 Decree-Law No. 43/2002, other entities areallowed to exercisemaritime authority:

• AMN – Autoridade Marítima Nacional;
• Maritime Police – Polícia Marítima;
• National Republican Guard – Guarda Nacional Republicana;
 Public Security Police – Polícia de Segurança Pública;
 Portuguese Criminal Police – Polícia Judiciária;
 Immigration and Border Service – Serviço de Estrangeiros e Fronteiras;
 General Fisheries Inspectorate – Inspeção Geral de Pescas;
 Water Institute – Instituto da Água;
 Maritime and Port Institute - Instituto Marítimo-Portuário;
 Port Authorities – Autoridades Portuárias;
 General Directorate for Health – Direção Geral de Saúde.

Port captaincy (Capitania do Porto) exercises maritime authority at local level and it is integrated in the
AMN.
DEFINITIONS
Different definitions for ships and vessel, respectively translated from “navio” and “embarcação”, can befound in the Portuguese legal framework: below definitions present in some of the laws applicable to ASVsinvolved in offshore activities are reported.
Decree-Law No 201/90 of 10 July regulates the necessary conditions to grant the Portuguese flag to thevessels and it defines a ship as “any floating device intended for water navigation”, including onboardequipment and auxiliarymachines.
Ships are defined as floating devices for navigation purposes in Decree-Law No 202/98 of 10 July, whichsets out liability regimes for ship owners.
LawNo. 34/2006 of 28 July defines themaritime zones under Portuguese sovereignty, withoutmentioningthe term “ships” but rather using the expression “other floating devices”.
A wide explanation has been provided for vessels and ships and adopted in the legal framework, and it isworth to notice that nowhere the manned nature of the vehicles is considered: it seems that manning isnot a constitutive requirement for a vessel to exist in legal terms. This does not directly imply that an ASVhas to comply with the regulations, because most of them have been ratified and conceived based on theidea that vessels are usuallymanned.
Decree-Law No. 265/72 of 31 July approved the General Regulation of Captaincies and provided someguidelines for classifying the vessels based on the activities performed.
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Among all the definitions (such as State vessels, fishing vessels, research vessels, commercial vessels,auxiliary vessels, merchant vessels, tugboats and recreational vessels) the two categories where an ASVinvolved in the offshore activitiesmight belong to are:
• Commercial vessels: used for the transportation of people or goods (in that case sensors mightbe considered as goods). They are also categorized by considering the area they operate in.UMVs might perfectly fit the definition because it does not consider the manning as compulsory.• Auxiliary vessels: are vehicles used in other activities rather than fishing, commercial,recreational, MSR activities.

REGISTRATION
In accordance with Article 94 of the UNCLOS, the Portuguese law requires that vessels must be registeredto be legitimated to fly the Portuguese flag. This registration is mandatory for any type of vessels, withsome exemptions: this is the case of small vessels on board, like ASVs transported and deployed by largervessels. Decree-Law No.43/2018 of 18 June led to the creation of BMAR, an electronic registration systemfor vessels. The registration must be required by the shipowner or by any entity on his behalf. Specificinformation related to ASVs should be integrated in the near future, such as distance navigation,activation of safety procedures in case of emergency and information related to the distance-basedmaster and crew [18].
Madeira’s International Shipping Registry (MAR) is the Portuguese international registry which providesregistration for all acts and contracts related to vessels. It also ensures compliances with safety standardsrequired by the Portuguese authorities. Inspections of ships, vessels’ certificates, providing names andnumbers, are MAR’s responsibilities. The definition of vessel provided by MAR is very expansive and itincludes any fixed or floating platform, commercial or recreational craft. For this reason,MARwould allowthe registration of UMVs as themanning requirement is not explicitlymentioned in the definition.
Specific information reporting the number of the registration, the name of the vessel, an indication of thetonnage, a letter identifying the type as well as the acronym ‘PT’, should be marked for vessels registeredin Portugal. These signals, which are mandatory for regular vessels, must be observed by UMVs. Besidestraditional marks, for ASVs some signals indicating the unmanned nature of the vehicle might benecessary, in order to facilitate its identification and avoid collisions at sea.
Several certificates should be released before allowing the vessel to legally operate under Portuguesejurisdiction. These certifications aremainly related to safe navigation and pollution prevention.
DOCUMENTATION
Portuguese legislation requires commercial vessels to keep on board several documents (listed in Article121 of Decree-Law No. 265/72 of 31 July) which should be held by the master or by the responsible of thecraft. These documents must be presented to the authorities upon request: non-compliance with thisregulation will result in the payment of a fine between 25,00 to 500,00 euros. If specific regulations willnot be emended for ASVs, unmanned vessels will have to comply with the existing regulations: this meansthat itis important to understand how UMVs are going to have the documents on board. By now anelectronic systemmight be used, as suggested by Article 18(2) of Decree-LawNo.92/2018 of 1 November.
LIABILITY ISSUES
Collision involving vessels flying with the Portuguese flag is subjected to Portuguese laws, independentlyof the maritime area. In the Portuguese legal framework, the term “collision” is not cited, whilst the term“sea event” is commonly used, for example in Decree-Law No. 384/99 of 23 September, which regulatesthe legal regime for a ship’s crew. A “sea event” is defined as an exceptional situation which has caused or
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is likely to cause damages to ship, floating devices (floating offshore wind farm may be included), peopleor transported goods.
Ordinary legislation, Civil Code (CC) and Commercial Code regulate liability in case of collision [18] and, asthey do not directly refer to the manning on board, they could be applied also to ASVs. From article 664 toArticle 675 of the Commercial Code, reimbursement compensations are defined for four type of collision:

 Collision caused by one ship: the defaulting vessel is in charge to pay a compensation fund to the
damaged party;

 Collision caused by both ships: each vessel should refund the other in accordance and in
proportion to the gravity of the damage;

 Collision without fault: it’s not required any compensation, it happens when the damage has
been caused by actions undertaken by force majeure;

 Collision in case of doubt: both vessels are in charge to pay a compensation.
Even though Article 4 Decree-Law No. 202/98 set as default liability on the shipowner in case of collisionand damage to third parties, the Commercial Code does not prejudice the liability of those who areactually responsible for the collision, like themaster and the pilot.
Article 500 of the CC regulates, generally, liability that individuals hold when they make use of others toperform their responsibilities, and it places the liability on those individuals, even for acts and damagesthey may cause to a third party. According to this regime, shipowners are liable for damages and actscaused by masters or a pilot, even when they are remotely in charge of the vessel [18]. The idea is thatthird parties affected such as floating devices, artificial islands etc. are compensated by the owner of thecraft that has caused the collision. The liability regime is strict liability, as it exists even when theshipowner has no fault. The shipowner, by the way, has the right to be reimbursed by those that wereactually liable for the collision, if some requirements of Article 500 of the CC are fulfilled:

 Distance-based master and shipowner must have a commissioning in place, intended as any
service allowing one person to carry out an activity under the direction of another person.
Distance-based master would act under the direction of the shipowner.

 The activity performed should be done in the interest of the entity that exercises the direction
(shipowner) and the damages caused must be produced during the exercise of these functions.

 It is necessary that the distance-based operator is liable too, under the regime of fault liability,
as indicated in Article 483 of the CC.

Article 483 of the CC set out some requirements which should be observed to consider a certain vesselliable, in particular it should be verified that an unlawful conduct has been adopted. Unlawful conduct isheld when rights of other persons are breached or when legal provisions aiming at protecting interests ofothers are violated. Duty of care and good seamanship are the behaves to undertake in order to ensureand protect the interest of others. These two topics arise some concerns when talking about ASVs, inparticular their application to this kind of vessels and also on how they bind the distance-basedmaster andthe crew (which may be identified in the SCC). In order to overcome these barriers and establish a clearliable regime, guidelines, manuals and legal principles have to be elaborated with the scope to reduce therisk of collisions and facilitate clarifications in case of non-compliancewith the regulations.
Moreover, Article 493(2) of the CC indicates that damages caused to third parties resulting fromdangerous activities should be compensated by those causing the damages, unless they prove that theyhave used due diligence to avoid the damages. Technical discussions are still in place to understand if theemployment of ASVs can be considered as dangerous activity.
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31See, theAGCS Safety & Shipping Review 2018, at p. 18, available at:https://www.agcs.allianz.com/content/dam/onemarketing/agcs/agcs/reports/AGCS-Safety-Shipping-Review-2018.pdf.

MARITIME INSURANCE
Most of the maritime accidents are caused by human errors31 but this does not imply that the use of ASVswill reduce the amount of marine accidents, mainly because human decisions will be moved from onboard the craft to land-based stations (SCC). The Commercial Code, in the Portuguese legal system,establishes the legal regime applied to marine insurance through Article 595 and Article 615. The formalrequirements which have to be fulfilled in order to consider the insurance policy valid are defined by theCommercial Code, which has to include the name of the captain, the duration of his contract and the perilscovered by the contract.
The Commercial Code specifies the dangers that can be covered by the contract and none of theseintrinsically imply the manned nature of the craft. In fact, Article 604 lists some perils for which theinsurance company is liable such as damages arising from storms, collisions, fires, explosions, floods,wreckages, groundings, unlawful violence and other sea fortunes. It is worth to notice that in case of ASVsother specific perils related to the operation of the craft should be considered, namely [18]:

 Technological peril: like software failures, cyber-attack and other events that may prejudge and
corrupt the remote control and monitoring from the SCC;

 Technical and mechanical malfunctions: any failures that may interfere with the voyage and
require immediate human intervention.

 System failure: any event that can jeopardize the navigational system or the communication
network;

 Perils arising from collision: even though collision can be avoided with the adoption of
algorithms and technologies, likely perils should be assessed.

Owners of ASVs should require insurance companies to include specific perils in the insurance contracts,because if such dangers are not covered the insurance companiesmight refuse to compensate them.
The fault of the master and their assessment is also relevant for the insurance, in fact Article 604(1) of theCommercial Code excludes the liability of the insurance company when the damage occurs due to“barataria” [18] , which represents an act of the master made with negligence or guilt. The same can beapplied to ASVs which are remotely monitored and controlled, whilst totally autonomous craft notmonitored by the SCC should be subjected to a specific framework which regulates the failures of thistechnology.
It is worth to notice that when referring to UMVs, which are craftsmuch smaller than vessels (which can bedeployed in the scope of ATLANTIS) the Commercial Code does not require an insurance contract.However, when UMVs are employed in activities which require an insurance, it might be necessary thatthe insurance policies cover also the eventual damages caused by the UMVs involved [18]. This might bethe case of offshore activities such as IMR inspections for offshorewind farms.

4.2.2. United Kingdom: legal status for ASV
The UK is one of the pioneers of autonomous vessels and one of the more active countries in dealing withlegal issues in this context. Important guidelines have been redacted from both the UKMaritime Authority
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32 It is an association that gathers all the stakeholders of the UK marine sector. Its scope is to help and sustain the industry toflourish. Findmore at:
https://www.maritimeindustries.org/

and the UK Marine Alliance32 in order to frame and define legal issues related to ASVs, allowing their fastdeployment.
The UK Maritime Authority has published a report named “Being a Responsible Industry: MaritimeAutonomous Surface Ships (MASS) UK Industry Conduct Principles and Code of Practice” [12], which aims atsetting out initial standards and best practices for those who design, manufacture, own, operate andcontrol MASS less than 24 meters in length. It also defines nine “Industry Principles” trying todemonstrate and ensure safety and responsible operations of ASVs, assuring compliance with all theexisting applicable regulations.
As stated in Principle 1, industries have to adhere to several principles aiming at ensuring health and safetyand preventing accidents. They also have to understand the risks present at the workplace during thewhole lifecycle of the ASV (design,manufacture,maintenance and operation) andmitigate them.
Principle 2 of the Code of Conduct deals with environment impact of the ASV as a product during its wholelifecycle. Industry has to consider and adopt techniques able to reduce andminimize their impact in orderto preserve the environment by, for instance, adopting a recyclable design.
ASVs have to comply with both law and safety policies, for this reason in Principle 3 it is stated that theIndustry and the customer need to agree the level of safety required for each product throughout its life.They have to pinpoint anymodifications tomitigate, where possible, eventually identified risks.
Customer data privacy and confidentiality of the information have to be handled in accordance with thespecific regulations, policies and processes as declared in Principle 4.
Principle 5 sets responsibilities in terms of assurance and authorizations. ISO9001:2015 certification has tobe held by manufacturer and operators, in order to put in place rigorous quality systems aiming atensuring design, test, build and operational quality standards.
Principle 6 states that when exporting or importing products, services and information, the Industry mustcomplywith all the existing related regulation.
Principle 7 asserts that operations must comply with local rules and regulations concerning safeoperations at sea and eventual environmental issues. Any local controlling authority will approve or notthe operations of ASVs based on the result of the risk assessment applied to the ASV.
All the applicable regulations, at both national and international level, have to be complied in order toavoid collisions and incidents at sea, injury and damage to the environment in accordance to Principle 8.
Principle 9 deals with the human element: the best practices for the operation of ASVs have to be shared,as well as certification and training held to ensure the appropriate operation for all ASV operators.
In order to classify and define the several types of ASVs and their operation, some definition have beenmade.
Based on the navigation distance, six categories for “Area of Operations” have been defined as shown inTable 4.1. It might be relevant, in the scope of ATLANTIS, to consider as realistic areas of operations thosefrom Category 4 to Category 2, as most of the offshore wind farms are placed 20-60 miles far from theshore.
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Table 4.1: Categories for Area of Operations.

Area of Operations
Category Definition

Area Category 6 Within 3 miles from a nominated departure point and never more than 3miles from land, in favourable weather and daylight
Area Category 5 Within 3 miles of land and not more than 3 miles radium from the point ofdeparture or the boundary of protected waters
Area Category 4 Up to 20 miles from a safe have, in favourable weather and in daylight
Area Category 3 Up to 20 miles from a safe haven
Area Category 2 Up to 60 miles from a safe haven
Area Category 1 Up to 150 miles from a safe haven
Area Category 0 Unrestricted service

Another classification has been made according to the “Degrees of Autonomy”, as already reported inSection 2.1.1. The classification, shown in Table 4.2, has been established by the IMO for their RegulatoryScoping Exercise in IMOMSC Circular 1604. For what is intended as ASV in the scope of ATLANTIS, Degreeof Autonomy equal to four is considered.

Table 4.2: Degrees of Autonomy for crafts.

Degree of Autonomy
Degree Definition

1 Ship with automated processes and decision support: crew is on board and it issupported by “digital systems”. Some operations may be automated but seafarers onboard can take the control in case of malfunctions.
2 Remotely controlled ship with seafarers on board: the craft is remotely controlledand operated from another location. Crew is on board and can take the control in caseof malfunctions.
3 Remotely controlled ship without seafarers on board: the crewless craft iscontrolled and driven by another location.
4 Fully autonomous ship: the operating system of the ship is able to make decisionsand undertake actions by itself. It can be remotely monitored or not.
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Table 4.3: Level of Control for ASV.

Level of Control
Level Name Definition

0 Manned The crew on board controls the ASV.

1 Operated
The operator takes all the decisions, controls all vehicle’s functionsand undertakes the due actions. All cognitive functionalities are withinthe human operator, who has direct contact with the vehicle throughradio communication or cables.

2 Directed The operator has the authority to make decisions. The vehicle cansense the environment and suggest actions, but it will act only underthe operator’s consensus.
3 Delegated

The vehicle can execute independently some functions. The operatorhas the right of veto on those actions to be exercised within a certaintime. The decision-making is shared between the operator and thevehicle.
4 Monitored The vehicle defines, undertakes and reports the actions to theoperator, who can monitor the events.
5 Autonomous The vehicle can undertake actions without reporting and notifyingthem to the operator. A maximum degree of independence, inaccordance to the operation, may be defined.

The “Level of Control”, together with the degree of autonomy, is essential to identify the specific type ofASV involved. Table 4.3 shows the different Levels of Control defined in the report, in accordance to theEuropean Defence Agency’s SARUMS group. In the scope of ATLANTIS, ASVwith level of control from 3 to 5are considered.
A further classification has beenmade according to the size of the vehicle. For what is relevant in the scopeof ASVs involved in ATLANTIS, only vessels up to 24 meters length are considered. They are grouped asfollowing:

 Ultra-light: overall length less than 7meters; Light: overall length between 7meters and 12meters; Small: overall length between 12meters and 24meters.
APPROVALDEPLOYMENT
[12] Several Waterspace Authorities have to be consulted, based on the area of operation and the tasksinvolved, to ensure a successful, authorised and approved ASV deployment. The principal contacts are theHarbour Masters (HM) and the Inner Harbour Authorities, the MCA local Office, Marine Scotland andeventually other UK Government Departments; when sensors and transmitter operating licenses areneeded theMMO (MarineManagement Organisation) needs to be consulted.
Other authorities and operators should be consulted during the planning phase, such as fishermen,offshore operators, local sport leisure clubs and any other stakeholders with economic, environmental orsafety interests in the intended location.
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HSE documentation needs to be provided to assure the approving authorities that full consideration to thesafety and risk management has been paid. This documentation may include launch and recovery riskassessment, HSE plan, emergency recovery plan and procedures.
Maritime UK provides a template to be filled with all the information needed, in order to facilitate thecontact between ownership and approval authorities. Information regarding operating and launch areas,insurance company, policy number and information of the contact person have to be indicated. In thementioned template location area and timing schedule of the activities need to be provided. Details of theunmanned craft and information regarding the SCC, such as location and licenses, need to be added to thedocument.
SAFETYMANAGEMENT
[12] The safety Management System (SMS) needs to be implemented to ensure safety at sea, preventionof human injury or loss of life and avoidance of damage to the marine environment. It is operators’responsibility to implement this system,whichmay include some functional requirements:

 procedures to prepare and respond to emergency situations or to report accidents and non-conformities with some provisions; instructions and procedures to ensure safe operations of ASVs and protection of the environment,complyingwith Flag State regulations; a safety and environmental-protection policy; defines levels of authority and lines of communication among ASVs and SCC personnel; mission data recordingmay be needed for further analysis.
The Code identifies some standards which have to be followed to properly work on the risks’ assessment,which is a key tool to identify potential hazards and their probabilities of occurrence. ISO/IEC 21010 (risks’assessment techniques) and ISO/IEC 27005 (information security risk management and techniques) arethemost suitablemethodologies to be applied to ASVs’ risk assessment.
Risk assessment should identify potential failures like collision with fixed or floating structures, grounding,leakages of noxious substances could become an obstruction or hazard to other traffic crafts. It should betaken into account the probability of a failure occurring per 10.000 hours of operations, the magnitude ofthe collision (which is strictly related to the craft’s kinetic energy or mass) and the pollution which may beproduced if the ASV carries significant quantities of dangerous substances [12]. Failures assessmentshould consider also malfunctions of proper systems such as propulsion, connectors, data quality andothers.
Clear and detailed lines of communication both in normal and emergency situations must be establishedand the responsibilities of each employee clarified.
As a result of the risks’ assessment, safe systems and procedures have to be developed to mitigate thehazards. When a signal is not received by the ASV for a critical time period, that has to be deemed as anemergency situation. The appropriate authorities must be informed as soon as the SCC recognizes theemergency situation. Emergency situationsmay include but are not limited to [12]:

 Loss of control/monitoring of the ASV for a critical time period; Fire; Collision; Grounding; Flood; Violent act; Main propulsion or steering failure.
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33 It is a Code applied to small workboats that operate to sea, and to pilot boats of any size operating either at sea or in categorised(i.e. inland) waters. It applies to such vessels that are United Kingdom (UK) vessels wherever they may be, and to non-UnitedKingdom vessels in UKwaters or operating fromUK ports. This Code sets out some requirements which vessels shall complywith.

Roles, acts and responsibilities of each employee should be defined and recorded when an emergencysituation occurs.
It is operator’s responsibility to provide appropriate training sessions to each employee, to ensure themawareness regarding their duties and tasks.
A Maintenance Management System (MMS) is a vital part of the SMS. The operator, to ensure conformityto ASVs requirements, has to guarantee that: inspections are performed at appropriate time intervals, anynon-conformity is reported together with the cause that produced it (when possible), and correctiveactions to be undertaken and recorded. The equipment should be checked and tested in accordance withthe defined schedules and procedures defined by theOriginal EquipmentManufacturer (OEM).
DESIGNANDMANUFACTURING STANDARDS
[12] The Code provides some guidelines for ships designers and manufacturers in terms of structurerequirements and it also pays attention to the software and its resilience to cyber-attacks. The ASV shouldbe designed, constructed and maintained according to standards and requirements defined byclassification societies recognised by the Flag State, or in accordance with applicable standards of the FlagAdministration (for example UK MCA Workboat Code33). The vehicles should be designed to withstandforeseeable and reasonable operating conditions, to minimise the risk and spread of fire and explosions,and it should allow and facilitatemaintenance and repair activities.
The structure should be designed and constructed with a level of integrity sufficient to guarantee safeoperations for the vehicle under all the foreseeable and reasonable operating conditions. Buoyancy andwatertight integrity should be such as to enable ASV stability according to classification bodyrequirements.
High attention needs to be paid in respect of the software and its integrity: a fail-safe approach has to beused when the software is developed, in particular software failures should not provoke hazardousevents, compromise themitigation of such hazards or, evenworse, the recovery from a hazard.
The software should be protected against cyber-attack, as well as software manipulation by additionaldevices or unauthorised users.
Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) may be carried out to identify risks or safety criticalsoftware elements. The configuration status of the software on each platform should be captured andrecorded, and the recordmaintained up-to-date for the life of the platform.
Both internal and external sensors should be carefully selected: the first ones to assess the status of thecrafts (which is normally assessed by on-board crew) such as structural damages, fuel level, vibration,shocks and others. External sensors should be capable to sense the surrounding environment andnavigational data. Appropriate sensors may be position sensors (satellite and GPS measurements),anemometer, radar, sea state sensors and others. [12]
NAVIGATION LIGHTS AND SOUND SIGNALS
[12] The Code indicates that vessels should comply with COLREGS in terms of lights and sound signals,according to Part C and Part D of the convention. In the regard of Part C, an ASV that navigates justbetween sunrise and sunset and in favourable weather conditions is not required to be equipped with
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34 The ITU Radio Regulations regulates on law of nations scale radiocommunication services and the utilisation of radiofrequencies.

lights signals as long as it can be demonstrated that the craft won’t navigate in areas with restrictedvisibility. Table 4.4 summarizes requirements based on the craft overall length.
Table 4.4: Lights and Sound Signals Requirements.

Overalllength
Navigation Lights Sound signals

During Navigation AtAnchor Not undercommand During Navigation
< 7 m All round with, 1 mile +side-lights Required Not required

A vessel of less than12 metres in lengthshould not be obligedto carry soundsignalling appliances,as prescribed in PartD, Rule 32 (a), but inthat case it should beequipped with othermeans to produce anefficient sound signalwhere feasible andpracticable.

≥7m - < 12m

All round white + sidelightsOra masthead light, 2 miles;a sidelight, 1 mile;a stern light, 2 miles;a towing light, 2 milesa white, red, green oryellow all-round light, 2miles.OR(if lights have to be offsetfrom centreline) combinedlantern sidelights pluseither all round white ormasthead and stern light.

Required
Two all-roundred lights in avertical linewhere they canbest be seen;

≥12m - < 50m

a masthead light, 5 miles;a sidelight, 2 miles;a stern light, 2 miles;a towing light, 2 miles;a white, red, green oryellow all-round light, 2miles.

Required
Two all-roundred lights in avertical linewhere they canbest be seen;

A vessel whose lengthis between 12 and 20metres should beequipped with awhistle.
A vessel of 20 metresor more in lengthshould be equippedwith a bell in additionto a whistle.

COMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
[12] Communication systems requirements are suggested by the Code in accordance with IMOinstruments. Radio communications systems include GMDSS and control system monitoring and input.Whilst SOLAS convention, at Chapter IV, indicates compulsory requirements for radio communicationsystems for craft from 300 tonnage upwards, there are no mandatory requirements for lighter crafts.However, any craft which uses GMDSS frequencies is bound to follow the ITU Radio Regulation34requirement. Even though radio requirements are strictly related to ASVs’ capabilities and areas ofoperation, the Code indicates recommended (R) radio equipment for ASVs according to the area of
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navigation: these requirements are listed in Table 4.5, where only distances up to 60 miles are consideredsuitable and applicable for offshorewind farms.
Table 4.5: Communications Systems Requirements.

Communications Systems
Equipment Up to 3 nm Up to 20 nm Up to 60 nm
VHF radioinstallation withDSC R R R
MF radioinstallation withDSC R R R

NAVTEX receiver R
EPIRB R

Search and Rescuelocating device R R

Back-up power supplies have to be provided for systems exercising emergency stop functionality andcontrol functionalities (according to the specific level of control). These power supplies have to beconsidered in the risk assessment. In case of a wider system failure, a fail-safe communication system isnecessary to ensure compliancewith COLREG requirements.
REMOTE CONTROL CENTRE
[12] The remote-control centre, named SCC hereinafter according to ATLANTIS structure, is the set ofcontrol units and equipment needed to monitor and control the operation of the ASVs. The tasks in whichthe SCC is involved are mainly related to the planning, control, monitoring and post-analysis of theoperations.
The Operation Planning includes: determination of the operational area, allocation of the notification andpermissions from the maritime authorities, notice to mariners, environmental assessment, RF licenses,route planning, infrastructure and description of incidents handling procedures.
The Operation itself needs to be monitored by the SCC. It starts from the deployment of the craft by rail,road, sea or air, with each phase described and planned in detail. The craft is then launched from themother ship or the shore, and before transiting to the operation point the equipment (includingpropulsion system and steering, communication link, emergency procedure and fail-safe devices) has tobe tested into the water. The operations start once the craft has passed all the pre-tests and movedtowards the operating point: at this stage the craft carries out all the tasks assigned under the SCCoversight. During the operations, the craft can be replenished of fuel or some equipment be replaced.Once all the tasks have been fulfilled the craft can be berthed to mother ship or to the shore. Finally, it isshut down in accordancewith the specific procedure.
Post Operation Analysis includes: analysis of data capture, evaluation and reporting of failures, errors andsafety-related issues, evaluation of the success of the operation and reporting of events to authorities(maritime authorities and environmentalmonitoring agencies) as required.
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A clear understanding of the responsibilities of the SCC personnel involved in the mission should beclarified: at this purpose the Code provides a hierarchy for operations carried out by ROVs.
Even though several levels of control have been considered, the SCC should be designed to allow the SCCoperator to take control of the ASV at any time, this means that the ability to switch level of control or shutdown the craft should also be implemented. The SCC operator should be able to assess and monitor thebehaviour of the ASV at all times with a very accurate level of data available, in order to react and takeactions necessary in case of emergency situations.
OPERATORS STANDARDSAND TRAINING
[12] Operators should demonstrate a clear understanding and awareness of relevant IMO instruments,such as COLREGs and SOLAS. The Code recommends the owner or the operator to produce a “SafeManning Guide” similar to the one published by theMCA called “AMaster’s Guide to the UK Flag”.
The Industry has the responsibility to offer trainings for the operator and personnel using ASVs. Theowner/operator has to ensure that all MASS operators are adequately trained by dispensing safe practicesduring ASVs operations, continuously improving safety management skills by complying with mandatoryrules and regulations and ensuring the appliance of the Code, guidelines and standards recommended byIMO, Flag States and Classification Societies.
The code also suggests performing Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) to assess the level of knowledge of theoperators in relation with possible hazards and their resolution. Figure 4.2 shows a possible flow chart toconduct this assessment.

Figure 4.2: Flow diagram to determine level of knowledge of Operators [12].
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Moreover, the Code identifies some training areas, and wherever possible existing applicable standardsfrom the MNTB (Merchant Navy Training Board), which might be needed for ASV operators which areshown in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Training needs and applicableMNTB standards [12].

Key Training Areas Explanation
MNTBOccupationalStandard (ifapplicable)

Principles of AutonomousSystems
Understanding of levels of automation and,specifically, the level of interaction betweenthe operator and the MASS N/A

Mass Regulations,permissions, notifications,requirements
Understanding and producing the requirednotifications, permissions and requirementsfor the operation of MASS in the given area

MNTB NOS SeriesA: A35
MASS Safety Principlesincluding MachineApplication of Regulations

Understanding the safe operation of theMASS and any limitations in the applicationof regulations within the system
MASS Command Controland Communications toinclude Security

Operating and controlling communicationswith the MASS, awareness of securityaspects (e.g. cyber) and responses whencommunications are lost
MNTB NOSSeries C:C12,C13, C14, C23,C45MASS Deployment andRecovery Controlling the launch and recovery ofvessels from land or other vessels MNTB Series A:A41MASS Responsibilities(Owner, operator, insurer,accreditor, certifier)

Understanding the responsibilities of allparties involved with a MASS operation
MASS operations riskassessment

Conducting risk assessment for MASSoperations including deployment andrecovery
MASS Vessel Specifics

Controlling the specific MASS andunderstanding all the operationalrequirements according to the MASS vesselin operation
Manufacturers’training courses

System Maintenance &Checks
Training on the servicing, repairing (includingfault finding), maintenance, pre-launchchecks & overhaul of all the appropriatecomponents of the whole system

Manufacturers’training courses

Operator Facilities andInteractions
Understanding all vessels’ controls andinteractions available to the operator andawareness of the specifics of operating avessel at distance

Manufacturers’training courses
Limits of Operation Understanding the limitations of the vessel
Sea Awareness andHandling

Demonstrating the awareness of theperformance of the MASS under differentconditions and any specific handlinglimitations
Operations Controlling all MASS system operations,maintaining safety at all times and meetingall regulatory requirements

MNTBSeries B: B02,B04, B13, B14
Emergencies,Contingencies and Faults

Controlling the vessel or taking appropriateactions in case of emergencies, includingloss of communications with the MASS
MNTBSeries B: B11, B12Series C: C42,C43, C44, C45

Mission Planning Conducting mission planning for the MASSoperation according to the area, type andvessel solutions
MNTBSeries B: B03, B15
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35 Formore information about the first ASV registered in the UK Ship Registry see article at:
https://www.ukshipregister.co.uk/news/uk-ship-register-signs-its-first-unmanned-vessel/

REGISTRATION
[12] ASVs, as traditional crafts, need to be identified through the adoption of a number. The most used isthe IMO identification scheme, which is currently compulsory only for cargo ships of 300GT. An alternativeidentification scheme, for craft less than 24m in length, is pointed in EN ISO 10087:2006, which meets therequirements of the Merchant Shipping Act of 1995. The identification number, better known asWatercraft Identification Number (WIN) may be applied directly by the manufacturer. An official numberwill be provided for crafts registered in the UK Ship Register and it will be reported on the ASV togetherwith the ASV name and the port of registry. The official number will appear on the Registry Certificate andit is different from the IMO number, which will remain with the ASV throughout its life. The level of controlshould be included and indicated in the identification tag of the ASV.
The Code suggests identification requirements according to the craft’s size: for ultralight ASVs the WIMwould ideally be the best solution, otherwise it should at least display a label reporting the owner andcontact details. With regard to light and small ASVs, they should have as a minimum the WIM,complementedwith the IMO identification number.
Registration is the process which establishes a genuine link between the Flag State and the ASV flying itsflag. British ships’ registry is filled through the UK Ship Register, which indicates rules and steps to befollowed in “UK Ship Register – A Guide to Registration”. ASVs with a level of control between 3 and 5 haveto be registered and dispose of identification tags, as mentioned before. An important step forwardregarding ASVs was made in 2017 in UK, when the first Unmanned Vessel was registered into the UK ShipRegistry35.
Before being registered, each ASV has to be inspected by either the MCA or MCA approved Classsurveyors, and it has to complywith international standards andUK regulations.
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5. AUV
In this section regulatory requirements for AUVs are illustrated by assessing standard guidelines and well-accepted practices.
In particular, topics such as classifications, administrative requirements, personnel qualifications andresponsibilities and insurance issues are discussed.
AUVs share a lot of similarities with both ROVs and ASVs, thus many requirements applied to thosevehicles (and already discussed in the previous sections), are valid for AUVs too.
As for ASVs, currently there are not yet specific regulations governing AUVs. Thus, well-acceptedguidelines and regulation concerning maritime manned vehicles are applied to AUVs as well. In thissection all these aspects are discussed and wherever possible and necessary, given the unmanned natureof AUVs,more detailed discussions are articulated.

5.1.Classifications
An Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is an unmanned underwater robot, electrically powered bybatteries that can operate, independently of the surface sustaining the vessel, for a few hours to severaldays. These vehicles are used for underwater surveys, as they can collect geophysical, biological andoceanographic data from the seafloor. AUVs can follow a totally pre-defined survey plan or a combinationof pre-planning and re-planning during the operation. The data collected is downloaded when the AUVsurfaces [24].
According to the NORSOK STANDARD in the “Remotely operated vehicle (ROV) services” [9] classification,AUVs are classified in CLASS V, as special–purpose vehicles which do not fit into the other classes orprototypes under development (see above paragraph 3.1).
[24] proposes a more specific classification for AUVs, based mostly on their size and therefore on theircapabilities. Two broad classes of AUVs can be defined [24]:

 Small AUV Class (< 3m): it is the smallest AUV class, with scale of operation Meso – Broad (>25m2
<1km2) Large AUV Class (>3m): larger AUVmodels, with scale operation broad (>25m2<1km2)

Both AUV types can collect still images of species and habitats, environmental data (includingtemperature, salinity, depth, oxygen, etc.), vehicle telemetry (pitch, roll, heading, altitude, etc.), acousticdata (used to produce bathymetric and, if data validation is available, habitatmaps) [24].
As described, AUVs can be categorized depending on their size, and therefore on their weight, ability andpower, meaning that the choice of the type of AUV to be deployed is determined by the objectives of eachoperation and the data the operator need to collect [24].
Manually deployed small AUVS have lots of capabilities in terms of data collecting and are mostly used inshallow waters (1-2m depth) [24]. Their length varies from 1.8 to 4.5m and their weight between 50and130 Kg. Their operations involve one or two engineers / operators [24].
Large AUVs have longer endurance capabilities and deeper diving capacities (>150km missions, 48hbattery life), their length can reach 6.4m and their weight 1,800Kg (a 5.5m-long vehicle). Staff involvedduring the operations is typically composed by two or three engineers/operators.
Apart from the abovementioned categorization, there are also four subclasses of AUV [24]:
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 Gliders: they are buoyancy driven systems that are not used for benthic monitoring [24]. They usebuoyancy changes andwings to ascend or descend through thewater column and can carry awiderange of sensors [24]. They are cost-effective for long termmonitoring of hydrography and pelagicecosystems [24]. Hover AUV: their main advantage is that they can be used in complex and high-relief habitats [24].The SeaBED AUV is widely used for biological monitoring, as it can travel slowly or hover over theseafloor and perform low altitude surveys (2.5 meters) above the seafloor. Unlike cruising AUVs,the SeaBEDAUV can be used in complex terrains [24]. Hybrid AUV/ROVs: are specialized AUVs, as they can switch between AUV and ROV (tethered andmanually operated)mode [24]. Benthic Crawlers: are specialized AUVs used for habitat surveys and include a rover about the sizeof a small car [24]. They are designed for long deployment (several weeks) and can move slowlyacross the seafloor on tracks. They can carry awide range of equipment [24].
5.2.Administrative requirements

The planning of all the documentation starts during the design phase. Themanufacturer has to transmit tothe Certification Society all the necessary documents for approval before the production of the AUV. Thekind of documents needed depends on the type and the equipment of the system.
For the contracting and operation phases, the contractor is responsible for the documentation. Accordingto NORSOK STANDARD in [9] “Contractors should establish and maintain matrices to be reviewed by theclients, such as compliance to: relevant regulations and standards, project's specifications and personnel'squalifications”. Information on compliance issues shall be evaluated by the contractors and forwarded tothe clients for acceptance. Eventual qualified alternative solutionsmay be proposed.
Quality standards should be taken into consideration by the contractor, who shall establish routines todocument that the qualitymanagementmeets ISO 9001 requirements [9].
Similarly with ROVs, before mobilisation, the contractor shall define, document and make available: amobilisation plan, a list of services required from the work-site, a structure plan for system acceptancetest, a procedure for normal and emergency operations of the equipment, procedures for maintenance ofall equipment under services, a minimum list for spare parts and the personnel competency matrix for theallocated personnel [9].
As far as the document availability on the worksite is concerned, the contractor shall make sure thefollowing updated editions of plans/manuals are available [9]: a quality assurance manual / plan, a HESplan for the work-site, operational manuals, a contingency plan, procedures for all activities pertaining tothe relevant contract, a risk analysis, a log to document operational activities, maintenance programmesand records for last 12months.
NORSOK Standards pay special attention to reporting issues. Contractors shall provide the client with dataso as tomeet regulatory, administration and internal requirements [9].
On a daily basis, a brief summary of the last 24h events shall be handed to the client representative, signedby both parties. This report should contain information regarding:

 Date, reference to contract, job; name of installation/vessel; name of personnel involved in the activities; arrival/departure of the personnel; timing and description of the activities;
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 summary of hours in: water, standby,maintenance and breakdown; list of additional equipment; a plan for the next 24h.
The maintenance report shall contain a full description of maintenance work carried out in accordancewith the establishedmaintenance plan, and it shall be available to the client upon request [9].
System’s failures should be registered and tracked by the contractors in accordance with ISO 9001:2000clause 8.
Undesired events such as accidents, non-conformances and near-misses with potential damage topersonnel and/or equipment should be registered in a Report of undesired events [9].
Contractors should also create an experience report, by the end of the year or 30 days after the mission,with evaluations of the operation, procedures and equipment involved [9].

5.3.Personnel qualifications and responsibilities
According to [24], missions with small AUV systems need one or two engineers/operators, whereasmissionswith larger AUV systems need two or three engineers/operators.The leading role is the SurveyManager who is responsible for the survey planning, making sure that all theoperational stages are planned and safely executed [24]. He/she should be skilled and experienced inplanning, management and risk assessment, and have experience in seagoing surveys with similarvehicles, vessels and operations. It is strongly recommended that the Survey Manager and a fully briefedscientific staff are ready to advise andmodify planswhen it is considered necessary to do so [24].For larger AUVs, staff requirements for longer missions can reach the number of three people to coverdifferent skill sets. These guidelines [24] point out that there is not any formal qualifications scheme forthe supporting staff, but manufacturers may provide staff with training courses for their systems.Generally, AUVs staff should be selected based on experience and scientific competences, as AUV systemsare equipped with lots of subsystems (sensors, actuators, communication systems etc.) and therefore allthe staff should be skilled enough to support thesemarine instruments [24].According to the NORSOK STANDARD in [9], AUVs are classified into CLASS V as special–purpose vehicleswhich do not fit into other classes or prototypes under development (see above paragraph 3.1). Thismeans that “Personnel Qualifications” described in NORSOK STANDARD are valid for AutonomousUnderwater Vehicles as well.
Just like in paragraph 3.3, the three main roles involved in AUVs’ operations are: superintendent,supervisor and pilot (the role of trainee will not be discussed). Following, the specific requirements foreach role are described as pointed out in [10].
AUV superintendent and supervisor are requested to have experience in planning and management ofoffshore activities. They should be fully aware of safety issues, and they are also responsible for the riskassessment and risks’ mitigation [10]. They shall urge their subordinates to report incidents and alwayscomplywith safetymeasures and rules [10]. They should be able to tackle emergency situations effectivelyand coordinate their team in a proper way so as to keep safe both personnel and equipment [10]. Theyshould also assess and ensure training and skills’ development for all their supporting staff, using acompetence assessment and organising training courses (Performance Management) [10]. Supervisoryskills are needed so as to manage the team and at the same time to make sure that the mission will beconducted in a safe, cost-effective and timely way, respecting the procedures [10]. To conclude, in orderto achieve a satisfactory result in a project, it is necessary that the superintendent and the supervisor arecompetent and experienced, with respect towards the project’s requirements and the equipment.Reporting, project planning and management are also their responsibility [10]. An AUV/ROV
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superintendent must have at least 2 years’ experience as AUV/ROV supervisor and an AUV/ROVsupervisor shall have as aminimum the same qualifications and experience as ROV/AUV Pilot [9].
Even though AUVs are autonomous vehicles, the figure of the pilot may be necessary especially in case ofemergency. In that case, the pilot should be able to take the command of the vehicle and avoid as far aspossible emergency situations (e.g. by avoiding collisionwith other vehicles and/or structures).
AUVPilots
IMCA Guidelines [10] describe three subcategories of pilots based on their competences and experience:Senior Pilot, Pilot Grade I, Pilot Grade II.
Senior Pilot’ roles:

 He/she should be fully aware of safety issues and relative legislations/guidance, and shouldalways respect report procedures, especially about accidents, incidents and near misses. He/sheshould be able tomanage the safety of the team [10]. Effective emergency response is a necessary skill which entails excellent knowledge of emergencyprocedures and efficientmanagement of the teamduring an emergency [10]. Interpersonal and communication skills are also necessary, as Senior Pilots must: communicateeffectively with all team, recognise their abilities/limitations, offer assistance/guidance andexplain or instruct subordinates as far as equipment issues are concerned [10]. Pilots can also supervise the teamwhen the supervisor is absent [10]. Thorough knowledge and familiarity with AUVs’ subsystems are considered a must for taking careof preventive maintenance and fault finding which might require modifications to the equipment[10]. Skilfulness regarding the determination of weather and current conditions that might affect anoperation is also necessary [10]. Administrative tasks such as reporting, briefing, log completion by subordinates, are part of theSenior Pilot’s role [10]. Technical understanding is also needed so as Senior Pilots can provide instructions andsupervision to less experienced personnel [10]. They should be able to discuss the scope of work with clients and all the people involved,suggesting improvements if required [10]. Project planning understanding is a key skill, so as they can respect the pre-defined planning ofeach project [10].
Pilot Grade I’s roles:

 He/she should be fully aware of safety legislations/guidance, always respect report proceduresand be also aware of the company’s safetymanagement system [10]. They should have excellent knowledge of emergency procedures, good knowledge of other teammembers’ roles and responsibilities and knowledge of the company’s emergency proceduresdocuments andwhere to find them [10]. Good knowledge of English is required, so as they can deal with oral and written communicationwithout problems and assist other teammembers during themissions [10]. They should be able to assist during preventativemaintenance by identifying possible hazards andhelpmitigating the risks: fault finding, and diagnosis skills are essential [10]. They should be able to pilot the AUV under various circumstances, identifying the environmentalconditions thatmight be dangerous. They should be able to understandworksite’s constraints andmanipulator functions [10].
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 They have to carry out administrative tasks, such as video log or other information as per thecompany or the clients’ requirements, ensuring compliance with quality assurance policies of thecompany [10]. Technical knowledge of the tools, the equipment, electrical and mechanical specifications isrequired so that they can test and inspect the installed specialist equipment and perform correctmaintenance services [10].
AUV Pilot Grade II’s duties are similar to the ones of the Pilot Grade I (regarding safety, emergency,communication, technical competencies, administration), but with less responsibilities.
The IMCA Guideline [11] discusses both team size and working hours that each mission should have, so assafety is always ensured. AUVs are sophisticated systems with high end technology, so personnel shouldbe carefully chosen to always ensure safe and efficient operations for both humans and equipment.
The safety of the team is of paramount importance, so the contractor should provide a well-balanced andcompetent team. Team size depend on several factors, such as AUV type and tasks and the duration of themission.
Accidents are more likely when people work long hours, so long working times should be exceptional andlimited wherever strictly necessary [11]. Therefore, work should be planned in a way that each person isnormally asked to work for amaximum of 12 continuous hours, while under normal circumstances an AUVpilot should not go beyond 6 hours in every 24-hour period, even though non-piloting work may beincluded up to the 12-hourmaximum [11].
Special reference should be made to the Responsibilities and liabilities of the main roles working for anAUV.
Contractors are the ones who must define in writing the management structure of the AUV operation[11]. In case of a clear handover of supervision at a certain stage of themission, this should also be definedin writing [11]. The contractor is also responsible for themeal breaks of the team, which shall be offered atleast one meal break in a 12-hour shift, as well as toilet and snack breaks, either by using substitutes orsimply organizing thework in such away that breaks can be takenwhen a teammember is not required forthemission [11].
Contractors are also responsible for the following [11]:

 risk assessment and preventive actions to be taken; making sure theworksite is suitable and safe; ensuring the professional competences of the team and the team size; suitable, certified and properlymaintained equipment is supplied; a suitable plan is pre-defined, including emergency and contingency plans; records regarding project’s details are kept; first aid andmedical treatment of personnel is ensured; clear written reporting and responsibilities; compliancewith all related regulations.
Supervisors are responsible for the operation and in case they need to hand over the control, this shouldbe defined in writing through a procedure/logbook [11]. The supervisor is also the only person who candecide the beginning of an AUV mission, even though other relevant roles such as the captain of thesupporting vessel, or the installation manager, can ask the supervisor to end his work for safety oroperational reasons [11]. When the supervisor has to cooperate with a supporting vessel, then he/shemust know that the vessel’s captain is liable for everybody’s safety [11].
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The supervisor can only give direct instructions regarding health and safety to any person involved in theAUV operation, even to the client’s representative [11]. For instance, the supervisor might decide toinstruct the team to leave the control area or to operate the equipment. Such instructions are beyond anycompany’s structure of hierarchy [11].
The following issues should be taken into serious consideration by the supervisors in order to ensuresafety [11]:

 The supervisors should be competent to perform all tasks, they must have clear picture of theareas and the levels of their responsibility and who is in charge for any other area. Allresponsibilities should be explicitly written into the operation’s documentation; Their team should be competent enough to perform thework required of them; They need to check/control that the equipment to be used is adequate, safe, properly certifiedandmaintained. All these checks need to be proved through checklists and records/logs kept. If for amission potentially dangerous equipment is planned to be used, then possible perils shouldbe assessed properly, and all team should fully understand possible dangers through a specialtraining. This preventive action is part of the risk assessment and should be documented. Supervisors should also make sure that all the involved parties get aware that an operation isabout to start or continue. Any necessary permission before starting or continuing the missionmust be taken as the procedures define it. Supervisors should have clear audible and visual communication with all the personnel undertheir supervision to ensure safety.
As for the other AUV team staff, it is imperative that they all have in mind safety issues and that theyshould always act in a responsible way, respect supervisor’s instructions and adhere to the company’sapplicable procedures [11]. In case any of the teammembers identifies that a task is unsafe, then it is theirresponsibility to ask the supervisor to stop it [11].

5.4.Insurance
The increasing use of AUVs all over the world, the eventual risks they deal with coming from theirparticular nature and from the delicate environment they operate in, created the need for insurances.Even though, generally speaking, accidents are usually caused by human factors, it is undeniable that theunmanned nature of this kind of vehicles does not mean that they do not face risks. This is valid because,first of all, the operators may not work onboard these vehicles, but they do work onboard anaccompanying vessel or on land. It is also worthmentioning onemore factor: the technology itself and thetechnical failures that often arise. On top of that, over the recent years, the number of the AUVs that gotsold to operators increased significantly, and similarly accidents involving equipment loss, damage orexpensive retrieval increased too. So, AUV insurance attracted the insurancesmarket.
The article “Insurance for Autonomous Underwater Vehicles” [25] discusses insurance issues regardingAUVs in a very specific waywithin UK.
Client, broker and underwriter: it is important to understand these three roles and the businessrelationships that elapse between them. These relationship may also be different from country to country[25].
The client is the purchaser of the insurance the AUV’s owner who might look for an insurance coveragegoing directly to the underwriter (the insurance company), but this way the client is likely not to find thebest value [25]. This problem is solved with the interference of the insurance broker. The broker is fullyaware of the insurance market and can give the client some advice regarding the types of cover, whatexactly is covered and in case of a claim the broker can represent the client’s interest [25]. To achieve this
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successfully, the professional insurance broker needs to understand the client’s AUVmissions, proceduresand risks, so that he can offer a good advice for the right insurance coverage, as well as to represent theclient’s interests in an effectiveway if needed [25].
The text of the contract is essential for a good insurance coverage. As explained, the particular nature andthe delicate environment where AUVs operate form rather dangerous conditions. So, the wording of thecontact for an AUV should be structured in a way that provides the coverage the client needs [25]. Apartfrom the obvious risks of damage and loss, the client should be also protected from [25]:

 the on-land storage and if the vehicle is launched and recovered from the shore; the transportation to theworksite (by land, sea or air); maintenance,modification or upgradeworks; mission, launch, recovery,monitored transit and unattended surveys;
The wording can only be effective for the client’s requirements if the underwriter gets a clearunderstanding of the client’s business, operations and risks. Therefore, the underwriter may meet withthe client for this first-hand understanding, take a look at the documentation, the procedures and the risksAUV operations face [25].
Apart from the equipment insurance coverage described above, other coveragesmight include:

 Third party liability: as extensively described in the ASV section above (see paragraph 4.1.5), thelegal framework for the autonomous vehicles contains lots of grey areas. Therefore, the statutoryrequirements for third party liability and how courts deal with incidents are taken on a case bycase basis [25]. Consequential damages: it is the coverage for the financial loss coming from the failure to operateor the interruption of the mission due to an accident [25]. This coverage is rather difficult to beprovided because of the nature of AUVs [25]. Claims: conflicts often arise when there are incidents. For example, if a vehicle gets lost, a timeand money limit have to be set on its searching [25]. Another example for claim could be when aclient asks for a high value on data retrieving, while the data is not insured properly or the cost torepeat the survey is not covered [25].
At this point, a new figure should participate: the adjuster. The underwriter asks for the adjuster’scontribution to settle the arisen conflict of interests [25]. This new role’s task is to investigate the incidentand get the information needed for the insurance company in order to decide the actual value theunderwriter has to pay for the claim discussed. For example, in case of a damage, the adjuster will surveythe AUV and check if the claim is actually within the scope of the insurance coverage [25]. The expenses forthe adjustor’s services are on the underwriter.
After the claim submission, the insurance company makes a list with the total costs of the claim, includingall fees [25]. If the client is not interested in repairing the AUV but prefers receiving money from theunderwriter, the claim becomes an “unrepaired damage” case [25]. Unrepaired damage claims are notcompensated at 100%, therefore the returned value is significantly lower than the full value of the AUV[25].
Insurance cost
Special reference shouldmade onwhat can affect the cost of insurance for an AUV [25]:

 personnel experience, training, track records of all people involved in an AUV operation; experience and track records of the operators involved in launch and recovery procedures, as wellas the particularities of the accompanying vessel;
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 clear evidence of the risk assessment and respect of the procedures; proofs formitigationmeasures; details for theworksite and the existing risks; the extent of co-insurance between the insurance company and the client;
It is worth paying attention also to how Portugal tackles insurance issues, as described in [18] [26]. Thispaper discusses issues regarding all “Unmanned Vessels”, obviously including the AUVs.
As already extensively explained in paragraph 4.2.1, it is the Commercial Code that defines the legalregime to be applied to marine insurance, as it actually regulates the formal requirements that should beobserved on a valid insurance contact, such as: the name of the Master, the extent of the object of thecontract, the duration, the beginning and the termination of the perils [18].
Commercial Code is mostly about maritime insurance in general, but it can be applicable to insurancecontracts for an unmanned vehicle, even though the specific risks such vehicles face should be discussed.Article 604 of the Commercial Code mentions a list of risks that can cause damage, for which an insurancecompany must provide coverage, such as storms, wreckage, grounding, collision, forced change of route,travel, dumping, fire, unlawful violence, explosion, flood, plunder, supervenient quarantine, and generallyall other sea fortunes [26].
This list does not include any special risks an AUV can face because of its unmanned nature. In addition, itis difficult to conclude for which specific perils an underwriter is obliged to offer insurance coverage,without having a complete picture on how autonomous underwater vehicles operate from a technical,administrative and operational perspective [26] [18]. Here are some expected risks related to theoperations of unmanned vehicles [18]:
 Technological risk: information leaking, software failures, cyber-attack, or other technical issues thatmight arise either with the remote control by the shore-based operator or other issues related withthe pre-programmed route; Technical &mechanical malfunctions: any technical problem thatmight affect the voyage and requirehuman intervention; System failure caused by a fire or other technical issues that might affect the navigational system orthe communications system; Risks related to collision: technology can surely help avoiding collision, but this is still a risk whichrequires insurance coverage.
Clients / owners can ask underwriters for insurance contracts which cover the mentioned risks or anyother danger identified as relevant, until the legal framework is amended accordingly [18]. Obviously, if aperil is not explicitly covered by the contract, then the underwriter may refuse to compensate for it.Therefore, until the Portuguese Commercial Code is amended accordingly, the involved parties (AUVowners and the insurance company), should assess the risks properly and include detailed clauses in theinsurance contract onwhat is covered andwhat is not [18].
An important point in insurance contracts is the assessment of the fault of the Master [18]: Article 604(1)of the Portuguese Commercial Code excludes the liability of the insurance company when the damagesresult from a Master’s fault or negligence that violates the Master’s duties [18]. In such a case, theinsurance company can compensate the client only if a specific and explicit clause in the contract imposesthis compensation [18]. Unmanned vehicles do not have an onboard Master, but still there is an operatorwho totally controls thr operation using technological methods, so it seems that the Master’s liability ismaintained [26] [18]. It is surely difficult to prove that the distance-based captain has not performedhis/her duties properly, unless a code of conduct applies [18]. For AUVs, which are totally pre-
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programmed without any distance-based master, the relative legal framework should be amended, sothat technological failures can be regulated [18].
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36 The full directive can be found at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R0947&from=EN
37 The full directive can be found at:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R0945&from=EN
38 The European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) is an agency of the European Union (EU) whose responsibility is to ensurecivil aviation safety. It is in charge of certification, regulation and standardisation of aerial vehicles and also performs investigationandmonitoring.

6. UAV
The aim of this section is to provide a comprehensive overview about Unmanned Aerial Vehicles’ (UAVs)regulation in terms of both device and operator’s requirements. A special focus is put on European lawsand guidelines to ensure safe and robust operations, with a dedicatedwindowon the Portuguese context.
European regulations such as EU 2019/94736 and EU 2019/94537 amended by EASA38 (European UnionAviation Safety Agency) can be considered as the holy grail that governs the use of UAVs within theEuropean airspace. Rules and regulations are set out to make sure that unmanned aircraft operatepreserving the safety of people on the ground and other airspace users.
EU 2019/947 lays down the requirements for the use of UAVs outdoor (the use of drones indoor is notsubjected to this regulation), while EU 2019/945 establishes the minimum requirements for design andmanufacture of UAVs. In the following sections these two regulations are described in detail together withtheir relevancewith ATLANTIS.

6.1.UAV’s classes and requirements
According to EU 2019/945, four classes of UAVs can be identified. Both technical requirements andspecifications characterizing each specific class are reported.
UAVs class C0must fulfil the following requirements [26]:
1. Having amaximum take-offmass (MTOM) lower than 250 g;2. Having amaximum speed of 19m/s;3. Having amaximumattainable flying height limited to 120m;4. Being safely controllable in terms of stability, manoeuvrability and performance by a remote pilotwho has to follow the instructions provided by themanufacturer.5. Being designed and constructed in a manner that injuries to people during the operation areminimised (e.g. sharp edge should be avoided as far as possible).6. Being supplied with electricity with a nominal voltage not higher than 24 V DC or the equivalentalternating AC voltage. UAV’s parts accessible by the user must not exceed 24 V DC or theequivalent AC, unless it is ensured that the voltage level does not cause electrical shock to the userevenwhen the UAV is damaged.7. If equipped with a follow-me mode, when this function is enabled, the UAV should be in a rangeof50m from the remote pilot.8. Being available on the market with a user manual providing: UAV’s characteristics (class, mass,equipment, software, etc.), clear operational procedures, operational limitations (meteorologicalconditions, day/night operations), list of likely risks.9. Include an information notice published by EASA providing applicable limitations and obligations,in accordancewith EU 2019/947.

UAVs class C1 should complywith the following requirements [26]:
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1. Having a MTOM lower than 900 g or being made of materials such as to ensure that in case ofimpact with a human head the energy transmitted in less than 80 J.2. Having amaximum speed of 19m/s.3. Having a maximum attainable flying height limited to 120m or being equipped with systems ableto limit it to that value. Moreover, it can be equipped with systems able to limit the flying heightaccording to values selectable by the user: in this case clear instructions and precise informationabout the UAV should be provided in real time to the user.4. Being safely controllable in terms of stability, manoeuvrability and performance by a remote pilotwho has to follow the instructions provided by themanufacturer.5. Having mechanical strength and stability to withstand any stress the vehicle may be subjected toduring its operation.6. Being designed and constructed in a manner that injuries to people during the operation areminimised (e.g. sharp edge should be avoided as far as possible).7. In case of loss of data link, it should have a reliable and predictablemethod to recover that link andallow to terminate the flight in a safe way, reducing risk of injury to third parties in the air or on theground.8. Having a maximum sound level as defined in Part 15 of the regulation, varying from 81 to 85 dBthroughout the years.9. Unless it is a fixed-wing UAV, it should indicate the sound power level.10. Being supplied with electricity with a nominal voltage not higher than 24 V DC or the equivalentalternating AC voltage. UAV’s parts accessible by the user must not exceed 24 V DC or theequivalent AC, unless it is ensured that the voltage level does not cause electrical shock to the userevenwhen the UAV is damaged.11. Having a unique serial numberwith standard ANSI/CTA-2063.12. Having a remote identification system that: allows to upload the UAS’ operator registrationnumber in accordance with Article 14 of the Regulation (EU) 2019/947, ensuring to track in realtime the UAV’s operator number and position, the UAV’s serial number and the position of thevehicle.13. Being equipped with a geo-awareness system, providing: information regarding airspacelimitations, alerts to the pilot when a potential breach of airspace limitations is detected andinformation and/or warnings to the pilot when the navigation system cannot ensure the properfunctioning of the geo-awareness system.14. If the UAV is equipped with a function that limits its access to certain airspace areas, this shouldwork smoothly and in cooperationwith the flight control system.15. Providing the pilot a clear warning and understanding about the battery status, so that he/she hassufficient time to safely land the UAVwhen the battery level is low.16. Being equipped with lights to increase the controllability of the vehicle as well as to allow peopleon the ground to distinguish it from amanned aircraft.17. If equippedwith a follow-memode, when this function is enabled, the UAV should be in a range of50m from the remote pilot.18. Being available on the market with a user manual providing: information about UAV’scharacteristics (class, MTOM, equipment, sound power level, description of the behaviour in caseof loss of data link), clear operational instructions, procedures to upload airspace limitations,maintenance instructions, troubleshooting procedures, operational limitations and a list of likelyrisks and hazards.19. Include an information notice published by EASA providing applicable limitations and obligationsunder EU law.
The requirements to be fulfilled by UAVs class C2 are the following [26]:
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1. Having aMTOM lower than 4 kg;2. Having amaximum attainable flying height of 120m or being equippedwith systems able to limit itto that value. Moreover, it can be equipped with systems able to limit the flying height accordingto values selectable by the user: in this case clear instruction and precise information about theUAV should be provided in real time to the user.3. Being safely controllable in terms of stability, manoeuvrability and performance by a remote pilotwho has to follow the instructions provided by themanufacturer.4. Having mechanical strength and stability to withstand any stress the vehicle may be subjected toduring its operation.5. In the case of tethered UAV, it must have a tensile length of the tether lower than 50 m and amechanical strength not lower than 10 times the weight of the vehicle (in case of heavier than airaircraft) or 4 times the force, due to the combination between the maximum static thrust and theaerodynamic force at the maximum allowed wind speed in flight (in case of lighter than airaircraft).6. Being designed and constructed in a manner that injuries to people during the operation areminimised (e.g. sharp edge should be avoided as far as possible).7. Unless tethered, in case of loss of data link, it should have a reliable and predictable method torecover that link and allow to terminate the flight in a safe way that reduce risk of injury to thirdparties in the air or on the ground.8. Unless tethered, it has to be equipped with a data link protection against unauthorised access tocommand and control functions.9. Being equipped, unless it is a fixed-wing AUV, with a low-speed mode selectable by the remotepilot which limits themaximum cruising speed to nomore than 3m/s.10. Unless it is a fixed-wing, it must have a maximum sound level as defined in Part 15 of theregulation and depending on the mass. It can vary from 81 to 85 dB throughout the years for a900g UAV, while it varies from 93 and 97 dB for a 4 kg UAV.11. Unless it is a fixed-wing, it must show the sound level.12. Being supplied with electricity with a nominal voltage not higher than 48V DC or the equivalentalternating AC voltage. UAV’s parts accessible by the user must not exceed 48 V DC or theequivalent AC, unless it is ensured that the voltage level does not cause electrical shock to the userevenwhen the UAV is damaged.13. Having a unique serial number according to standard ANSI/CTA-2063.14. Unless tethered, having a remote identification system that: allows to upload the UAS’ operatorregistration number in accordance with Article 14 of the Regulation (EU) 2019/947, ensures totrack in real time the UAV’s operator number and position, the UAV’s serial number, the positionof the vehicle.15. Being equipped with a geo-awareness system providing: information regarding airspacelimitations, alerts to the pilot when a potential breach of airspace limitations is detected andinformation and/or warnings to the pilot when the navigation system cannot ensure the properfunctioning of the geo-awareness system.16. If the UAV is equipped with a function that limits its access to certain airspace areas, this shouldwork smoothly and in cooperationwith the flight control system.17. Providing the pilot a clear warning and understanding about the battery status, so that he/she hassufficient time to safely land the UAVwhen the battery level is low.18. Being equipped with lights to increase the controllability of the vehicle as well as to allow peopleon ground to distinguish it from amanned aircraft.19. Being available on the market, with a user manual providing: characteristics of the UAV (class,MTOM, interfaces, equipment & software, transmission protocol, sound power level and thedescription of UAV’s behaviour in case of loss of data link), clear operation instructions,
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procedures to upload airspace limitations, maintenance instructions, troubleshootingprocedures, operational limitations and list of likely risks.20. Including an information notice published by EASA providing applicable limitations andobligations under EU law.
UAV class C3 are vehicles whose MTOM is lower than 25 kg, with a maximum dimension of less than 3 m[26]. For this kind of UAVs are applied the same requirements for class C2 described in points 2,3,5,7 andfrom 10 to 20.
Class C4UAVs have to complywith the following requirements [26]:
1. Having aMTOM lower than 25 kg;2. Being safely controllable in terms of stability, manoeuvrability and performance by a remote pilotwho has to follow the instructions provided by themanufacturer.3. Not being capable of flying in autonomous mode, except for flight stabilisation assistance with noeffect on the trajectory and lost data link.4. Being available on the market, with a user manual providing: characteristics of the UAV (class,MTOM, interfaces, equipment & software, transmission protocol, sound power level and thedescription of UAV’s behaviour in case of loss of data link), clear operation instructions,procedures to upload airspace limitations, maintenance instructions, troubleshootingprocedures, operational limitations and list of likely risks.5. Including an information notice published by EASA providing applicable limitations andobligations under EU law.
6.2.Operational requirements

The operations of UAVs are divided into three categories [26], according to the risk level, the take-off massof the vehicle, the flying height, the CEmarking of the product, the pilot certification and the identificationof the vehicle. The categories are the following:
Open Category: in this category we can find the operations that present the lowest risk: the UnmannedAerial Systems (UAS) are not subjected to standard aeronautical compliance procedures but should followwhat is defined by the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/945. The main requirements are thefollowing:
1. The remote pilot must keep the unmanned vehicle in Visual Line of Sight (VLOS) all the time, notexceeding 500m.2. MTOMof the unmanned aircraft should be under 25 kg.3. The maximum flying height should not exceed 120 m from the closest point of the ground. In caseof obstacles taller than 105 m, the flying height can be increased by 15 m upon request presentedto the owner of the man-made obstacle, as stated in the Annex A of the EU 2019/947 [26].Moreover, if the Member State has defined a lower attainable height, the operator must alwayscomplywith it.4. The unmanned vehicle should have the CEmarking.5. The operator of the drone should be registered, and the pilotmust be certified.6. The unmanned aircraft should have aQR identification code.

The Open Category itself can be divided into three further subcategories, based on the flying zone of theUAV: in particular, whether or not it involves crowed areas or uninvolved people is considered. Theregulation sets out the requirements for both vehicles and the pilot. In this chapter only technical
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requirements are discussed, while pilot’s competences and requirements are analysed in a dedicatedsection. The three subcategories are:
 Subcategory A1: the UAV flies over assemblies of people and it is a C0 or C1 drone class. Theregulation sets out technical requirements for both the drone and the operator. Pilot’srequirements are described in the dedicated section, while technical requirements imposed bythe regulation are related to themaximum speed (19m/s) and height (as per point c).
 Subcategory A2: the UAV’s trajectory is performed in proximity of people (for a significant portionof the flight) with a C2 drone class. According to Annex A of the EU 2019/947 regulations, theoperator must keep a safe horizontal distance not lower than the flight height. Finally, the dronemust be equippedwith an electronic ID reporting its serial number.
 Subcategory A3: the UAV, either C3 or C4 drone class (MTOM lower than 25 kg), flies inuncrowded areas. In this case the operator shall ensure a safety distance of 150m fromcommercial, industrial or recreational areas [26]. If uninvolved people enter into the flight area,the pilot should adjust the trajectory of the UAV in order to ensure their safety and/or stop theoperation if necessary. In this case a minimum horizontal distance not lower than 30 m or theflight heightmust be kept [26].

Specific Category: For this category, there are special authorizations assessed on a case by case basis bythe competent bodies. Before starting the operation, the operator should be legitimated by nationalauthorities: this authorization must be updated every time significant changes in the operation happen[26]. Operations that fall into this category present a higher risk than the ones in the Open Category. Thisis why a thorough risk assessment must be done to indicate the necessary requirements for a safeoperation. The method recommended by EASA is the “Specific Operations Risk Assessment” (SORA),developed by JARUS. This is a newmethodwhich, through a holistic approach, guarantees that all possiblerisks are considered, and it proposesmitigationmeasures to keep themunder control.
Themain requirements thatmust be fulfilled are the following:
1. The remote pilot can keep the unmanned vehicle also Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS).2. TheMTOM should be under 25 Kg.3. The risk level should be defined through a thorough risk assessment procedure.4. The unmanned vehicle should have the CEmarking.5. The operator of the drone should be registered, and the pilotmust be certified.6. The unmanned aircraft should have aQR identification code.

Certified category: Operations associated with high risks fall into this category and therefore they aresubjected to rules regarding: the certification of the operator, the licensing of remote pilots, thecertifications of the aircraft.
More specifically, based on the risk assessment conducted, an operation conducted with the help of a UASbelongs to the certified categorywhen:

1. The operations are conducted over assemblies of people.2. The operations involve transport of people.3. The operations involve the carriage of dangerous goods, that may result in a high risk for thirdparties in case of accident.
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6.3.Personnel requirements and responsibilities
The EU directive 2019/947 sets out minimum requirements for remote pilots of UAVs in terms of age,competences and specific responsibilities.
Before analysing in detail the competencies required, it is worth to make a distinction between the twomain figures involved in UAV’s operations, which are:

 Operators: intended as the legal entity (person, organisation or enterprise) that is engaged oroffers services implying UAVs’ operations. Operators must be registered with the Civil AviationAgency of the EU nation they operate in. Remote pilot: is the person that manually takes control of the UAV and operates it. Operators mayrely on the remote pilot to provide and perform their services.
As stated in Article 9 of such directive, the minimum age for remote pilots operating an UAV in “open” or“specific” category should be 16 years. Although, no minimum age is required when: the remote pilotoperates with an UAV in subcategory A1with a vehicle of class C0, with a privately-built UAVwith aMTOMlower than 250 g or when they operate under the supervision of a remote pilot who complies with suchage requirements. Member States can lower that age requirement by up to 4 years if operating in the“open” category or up to 2 years if operating in the “specific” category.

6.3.1. Personnel’s duties in “open” category operations
Part A of the Annex of the directive establishes the competency requirements that both operators andremote pilots shall complywith, when operating anUAV in the “open” category. They are reported below.
Operators
UAV’s operators should fulfil some requirements and tasks whose aim is to ensure the safeness of theoperations. In particular, they have to develop “ad-hoc” operational procedures based on the type ofoperation and its associated risks. However, written procedures should not be necessary if the operatoritself is the remote pilot [26]. If the operator employs more than one remote pilot, he/she has the duty todevelop procedures aiming at coordinating the activities between his/her employees and establish andkeep a list of duties assigned to the personnel.
For what concerns the data link between the pilot and the UAV, it is a responsibility of the operator toensure that the radio spectrum used does not produce harmful interferences. Operators have todesignate the most suitable remote pilots, who are the ones that own the experience and all thecompetences needed for specific tasks [26]. Moreover, the operators have to ensure that the remote pilotis familiar with both the UAVmanual and the operational procedures.
Operators have the responsibility to update the information into the geo-awareness system: they shoulddownload the latest version of the geographical data and make them available to the remote pilot sohe/she can upload it to the geo-awareness system [26]. In case of UAV operating in subcategories A2 andA3, the operators have the duty to inform all people involved in the operating area about the actual risks,and those people have to explicitly agree to participate in the operations [26].
Remote pilots
Remote pilots have different duties thatmust be fulfilled either before and during UAV operation.
Before starting the mission the remote pilot has to be aware of any flight restrictions published by theMember State, like zones with limited accessibility or no-fly zones [26]. The pilot has to check the workingenvironment as well as any condition that might affect UAV’s operation (presence of people, obstacles,
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critical infrastructures, etc.) or that might arise hazards to the safety of the mission. Other obstacles thatmight alter the UAV’s behaviour are represented by possible electromagnetic interference sources).Remote pilots should check if weather conditions are bearable by the UAV either at the beginning andduring the operation [26]. It is a responsibility of the remote pilot to ensure safety conditons throughoutthe UAV’s mission by fulfilling several tasks. Firstly, he/she has to update the geo-awareness system of thevehicle and be sure that the conditions of the mission fall within the limitations and instructions providedby the manufacturer. If equipped with further tools, the remote pilot have to verify that the MTOM is notexceeded. He/she has also to assure that the charge of the battery is enough to perform the intendedoperation (considering either the planned route and the need of extra energy in case of unpredictableevents). If the vehicle is equipped with loss-of-data-link recovery function, the remote pilot has to ensurethat it allows a safe recovery of the UAV [26].
Table 6.1: Remote pilot competences in the different scenarios for the “open” category.

Subcategory Class MTOM Remote pilot competences

A1
Privately built <250 g Read owner manualC0

C1 <900 g  Read owner manual Perform online training Pass online test

A2 C2 < 4 kg
 Read owner manual Perform online training Pass online test Pass a theoretical test in a centre recognisedby the aviation authority (necessary if UAVflights close to involved people)

A3
C3

<25 kg  Read owner manual Perform online training Pass online testC4
Privately built

During the flight the remote pilot must not make use of alcohol or drugs; he/she must not serve wheninjured or sick [26]. The pilot should keep the UAV within the VLOS such he/she can always clearly see thevehicle and evaluate the distance from other obstacles. Themaximum distance depends on the size of thevehicle, environmental conditions and characteristic of the area (visibility, presence of obstacles, etc).
Keeping visual contact with the UAV is necessary to avoid any collisionwithmanned aircraft, parachutes orother sky users. It is a responsibility of the remote to avoid collisions, as other users might not be able tosee the UAV due to its reduced size. Operations can continue if the other sky users are quite far from theUAV, otherwise they have to be stopped. If the remote pilot operates the UAV from a moving vehicle(either on ground or in the water), the speed of that vehicle should be reduced enough to allow theremote pilot to maintain a VLOS of the UAV [26]. Autonomous flights are not allowed in the OpenCategory, hence the remote pilot has to keep the control of the UAV during the whole duration of theoperations, unless in case of loss of data link.
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Remote pilot’s competences are different based on UAV class, subcategory and MTOM: Table 6.1 reportsthe required skills in the different cases.
The remote pilot’s online theoretical competency and his/her competency certificate are valid for 5 years[26].

6.3.2. Personnel’s duties in “specific” category operations
Part B of the Annex of the EU 2019/947 sets out the minimum requirements, competences andresponsibilities that both operators and remote pilots, operating in the “specific” category, must complywith. In this chapter these requirements and responsibilities are described.
Operators
Operators belonging to the “specific” category, as already said, need to get the authorisation from the CivilAviation Authority (of the EU nation they operate in) to perform their services. The Civil AviationAuthority, if satisfied (requirements to bemet are described in the Part C of the Annex of the EU 2019/947directive), releases either the permission or a Light UAS Operator Certificate (LUC) to the operator. In thefirst case, the operator needs to get an authorisation every time he/she needs to perform an activity, whilein the second case the LUC confers to the operator the privilege of self-authorizing operation withoutapplying for an authorization to the competent authority every time an operation has to be performed.
A UAV operator has the duty to establish the procedures and the limitations adapted to the type ofoperation and the risks involved. Operational procedures are set out to ensure safety of the operations, asrequired by the standard scenario or by the operational authorization [26], and also in accordance withthe indications of the manufacturer. If there are more than one remote pilot activities need to becoordinated, and employees and their assigned duties listed. It is a responsibility of the operator to takemeasures against unlawful interference and unauthorised access as well as define guidelines for theremote pilot with the purpose to minimise nuisances (e.g. noise) to people and animals [26]. Operatorsmust undertake procedures with the scope of complying with any applicable European or national lawsparticularly concerning privacy, data protection, liability, insurance, security and environmentalprotection [26].
Operators designate remote pilots for each operation ensuring that, during all phases, responsibilities andtasks are properly allocated. Operators must ensure that during the operation a suitable radio spectrum isadopted in order to avoid any harmful interference [26].
As the Specific Category covers a wide range of operations, with different levels of risk, UAV operators arerequired to identify the competencies necessary for either the remote pilot and all the personnel involvedin accordance with the outcome of the risk assessment. Hence, operators have the duty to ensure thatremote pilots’ competences are in line with those provided by all applicable training identified by theoperational authorisation. They have to ensure pilots are aware about UAV operations manual, riskassessment and established operational procedures [26].
Operators must also ensure that the operations are carried out within their limitations as defined in theoperational authorisation. Furthermore, UAVs used shall be designed in such a manner that possiblefailures do not cause fatalities or lead the UAV to fly outside the operation area. In addition, ManMachineInterfaces should minimise the risk of errors committed by the pilot and not provoke unreasonablefatigue. UAV should bemaintained in a good status by carrying outmaintenance activities according to themanufacturer’s indications, by employing adequately trainedmaintenance staff [26].
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Finally, operators operating in the Specific Category should keep record of the UAV’s operations. Recordsshould be stored for 2 years, generated in electronic or paper format [26]. The recorded informationshould complywith the ones indicated in the operational authorisation, andmay include [26]:
 the identification of the UAV (e.g. serial number); the date, time and location of the take-off and the landing; the duration of the flight; the name of the remote pilot responsible; the activities performed; any possible incident occurred during themission; a completed pre-flight inspection; any defects and rectifications; any repairs and/or changes to the UAV configuration.

Remote pilots
The remote pilot must not perform his/her duties under the influence of alcohol or other psychoactivesubstances or when he/she is unsuited to serve due to injury, fatigue, medication, sickness or othercauses. Moreover, the remote pilot must have the appropriate competences as defined by the LUC or theoperational authorization [26].
Before starting the mission, the remote pilot must ensure that the operating environment is compatiblewith the authorised and/or declared limitations and conditions (such as meteorological condition,presence of people, obstacles, etc.) reported in the UAV’s user manual. The remote pilot should getsurveys to become familiar with the environment and eventually be able to identify possibleelectromagnetic interference sources. The remote pilot has to check and be sure that the UAV is in goodconditions to complete the mission. Finally, the pilot has to assure that the information about theoperation has been made available to the relevant Air Traffic Service (ATS) and other airspace users, asrequested by the operational authorisation or conditions imposed by theMember State [26].
During the mission the pilot must avoid any risk of collision with manned aircraft or stop the flight whencontinuing it may represent a risk to other aircraft, people, animals, environment or property. remotepilots must stick to the procedures defined by the operator: for example, they must not fly close to orinside areas where an emergency response effort is ongoing, unless they have the permission to do that[26].

6.4.Insurance and Liability
The issue of liability is fundamental to drone manufacturers, operators, pilots and owners as they can bethe source (and thus liable) of several kind of damages.
Bodily injury is defined as a harm to a person’s body and can occur directly when a drone injures a personthrough a direct collision, or indirectly when, for instance in case of collision between other sky/groundusers [27].
Property damage is defined as a damage caused by the drone directly (e.g. when it hits and breaks ablade) or by an event triggered by the drone (e.g. when it hits a power line resulting in a fire that burnsbuildings, structures, etc.) [27].
These two liabilities are likely to be the largest source of liability claims, hence a registration to identify theowners/operators is indispensable in order to offer an adequate compensatory framework [28], eventhough in case of heavy collision the drone might be completely destroyed and hence its identificationthrough the registration details could be useless. To overcome this weakness drones might be equipped
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39 The Convention on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third Parties on the Surface, signed in Rome on 7 October 1952(“Rome Convention”) might be equally applied to incidents caused by drones or unmanned aircraft. The Rome Conventionprescribes a strict liability (no-fault liability) regime for operators of aircraft, which entails that the operator of the aircraft will beliable for the damage caused to third parties by his aircraft, evenwithout proof of the operator’s intent or negligence.
40 The full regulation can be found at:
https://dre.pt/application/conteudo/105367104

with a “black box” to allow investigators to gather the information causing the incident (as already doneformanned aerial vehicles) [28].
Personal injury, in addition to bodily injury, it includes the invasion of privacy by, for instance, takingunauthorised pictures of people, buildings, structures etc. Concerns arise in regard of how thesedata/images are treated, collected, stored and deleted [28].Commercial drones, like the ones in the scopeof ATLANTIS, capture and send back anything in their view: this might make arise privacy concerns andissues. In fact, the images they capture might be used to accidentally or deliberately survey employees,whichmight have serious labour law implications [27]. Other issues arise in case of loss of the drone: in thiseventuality data gathered are lost too, and this creates a liability risk. This risk has to be considered andmitigated through an IT security plan via countermeasures such as encryption (in line with the EU GeneralData Protection Regulation 2016/679 GPDR) [28]. Moreover, drones can be under cyber-attack threatsand hence they should be designed in order to be resilient to those threats [28].
Third-Party Liability is the most likely liability applicable to drones, which means that the service provider(the drone operator) is the liable part. Regulation 785/2004, which regulates insurance obligation foraircraft, requires all commercial operators to purchase third-party liability insurance. The regulationcontains limitation for the minimum amount of third-party liability insurance based on the MTOM of theaircraft. Drones that weigh less than 20 kg are not subjected to compulsory insurance requirements [28].
It is not always straightforward who should be considered liable in case of drone incident: applying thegeneral principles of civil liability, cases where liability falls on the pilot in command, the drone operatoror, if applicable, the drone’s owner (in case it is owned by another party) can be distinguished.
Generally, the pilot is liable in case of non-compliance with public law obligations such as pilot licenses,certificates, etc. [28].
Liability for other obligations, whether contractual or extra-contractual, falls on the operator [28].According to Article 2 of the Rome Convention of 195239, the operator is liable for damages caused by theflying vehicle on the surface [28]. Operator’s liability is a form of strict liability, based on the inherent riskof flying a drone: this means that it does not depend on his personal responsibility and the damage mustbe compensated even in case of accident beyond the operator’s control [28].
Drones manufacturers can also be liable for damages caused by defects in their products. Directive85/374/EEC considers a product defective when it does not offer the safety which is expected from it: theproducer has strict liability for defective products. The damaged party, if it can be shown that the incidenthas been caused by a defect in the product itself, can assume the producer liable without proving anyfault: it is up to the producer to show that the defect was not present at the time when the product wasput into circulation, but it has been caused by someone else (e.g. drone operator or pilot) [28].

6.5.Portuguese framework
In this chapter the Portuguese regulation governing drones’ operations within the Portuguese airspace isanalysed. The regulation 1093/201640, emended by the national aviation authority (Autoridade Nacionalda Aviaçao Civil, ANAC), sets out the requirements and the operating procedures that must be followed by
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both the remote pilot and the drones’ operators. The guidelines defined by this regulation are in line withthe European directives 2019/947 and 2019/945.
The regulation is applied to an aircraft system remotely piloted and are excluded either aircraft systemsowned by the Portuguese State andUAV operating in closed or covered spaces (Article 1).
TheArticle 3 lays down general requirements for the UAV’s operations:

 UAV’s flying height is limited to 120 m in case of VLOS operations during the day, while toys UAVsare allowed to fly atmaximum30m. UAV’s operations should be executed in a manner that risks for people, goods and other aircraftareminimised. Remote pilots must ensure that the UAV keeps a safety distance from other people and objects aswell as leave fly priority tomanned aircraft. Remote pilots must not exercise their role under the effect of psychoactive substances or in caseof sickness. Remote pilots shall ensure, before starting the mission, that the UAV and other task-relatedequipment are in a good status through a pre-flight inspection. During VLOS operations, the remote pilot cannot drive two ormore UAVs simultaneously. TheUAVmust have a signalling light always on, whether during daily or night flights.
As stated in the Article 10 of the regulation, in some cases UAV’s operations need to be authorised byANAC. Night flights as well as BVLOS operations and flights above 120 m must be expressly authorised bythe aviation authority. BVLOS operations performed by a UAVwhose weight is lower than 1kg do not needto be to be authorised if present the following requirements:

 The flight does not exceed 5m. The UAV is equipped with First-Person-View (FPV) system (the remote pilot can monitor the UAVthrough a video camera installed on it). The flight extends over 100mwith the pilot at the centre of the trajectory. The flight is realized in confined spaceswhere the risk of collision is reduced. TheUAV flies away frompeople and objects.
Operations performed by drones whose weight is higher than 25 kg need to be authorised by ANAC. Theauthorisation must be requested at least 12 days prior the mission, by compiling an electronic formprovided by ANACwhich includes the following information:

 UAV’s and RPS (Remote Pilot Station: where the pilot drives the UAV from) characteristics. Tasks performed and the exact location (expressed in geographic coordinates) including: altitude,date, schedule, duration, operational procedures, routes and action ray. Information of the operator and the remote pilot: personal data, license, etc. Other relevant information related to themission.
Article 11 defines areaswhere UAVs cannot fly over. They are:

 Airports (explicitly reported in the Annex of the regulation), unless the flight is performed by theairport’s responsible or by the air-traffic services’ provider or it is expressly authorised by ANAC. Open spaceswith concentration of people (more than 12), unless expressly authorised by ANAC. Accident areaswhere rescues and/or aid operation are taking place. Military installations, embassies, prisons, consulates, educational centres, unless expresslyauthorised by ANAC.
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Drone insurance is not mandatory but ANAC recommends that civil liability insurance is contracted tocover any damage thatmay arise from the use of UAVs.
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7. Legal framework of the ATLANTIS’ method
In this section a possible structure for the SCC’s personnel hierarchy is described as well as all thenecessary measures to ensure a safe use of robotic technologies, taking into account all the requirementsdescribed in the previous sections. The first part deals with robot-related technical and administrativerequirements that must be fulfilled before the deployment of robotic technologies. The second partfocuses on a possible hierarchy structure, in terms of roles, responsibilities and competences, that mightbe applied to the personnel operating at the SCC. It is worth to mention that all the operations carried outwithin ATLANTIS should be planned and organized according to the existing standards, such as ISO 29400-2015. This ISO standard sets out the minimum requirements and operational procedures that have to beconsidered during both the installation and the operation (thus O&M activities) of OWFs. As this standardis commonly applied in OWFs, and big differences are not foreseen due to the unmanned nature of theATLANTIS’ assets, it is not described in this document.

7.1.ATLANTIS robots’ requirements
As explained before, in this section robot-related requirements that are applicable to the ATLANTISmethod are summarized for completeness. Figure 7.1 summarizes the main requirements, eithertechnical and administrative, that onemust copewithwhen the specific robotic technology is used. Besidetechnical requirements which are strictly related to the nature of the device (e.g. collision avoidancesystems for ASVs and AUVs), all the technologies shall present common requirements such as: fireprotection systems, radio communication standards and cyber-attack defence systems.

Figure 7.1: Robot-related requirements.
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Protection towards cyber-threats is paramount for robotic technologies. These protection systems shouldensure that:
1. robots are resilient to cyber-attacks from a data-privacy perspective. In fact, these technologiescollect a lot of data, most of which are sensitive for users: cryptography is one of the most usedtechnique to protect robots from cyber-attack;2. hackers may be interested in taking control of robotic technologies to perform terroristic attackstowards people, structures or communities. Thus, robots should be capable of recognizingpossible threats and, at the same time, being able to reject these attacks.

Where requested, robots should be signed into registries of the specific authorities. If this is notcompulsory, they should be equipped with labels or other kind of systems (e.g. QR code) to be properlyidentified.Moreover, documents likemaintenance plan, operational/emergency procedures, daily report,risk assessment and a list of undesired events must be updated frequently and made available to OWFs’operators/owners (which are clients of robotic services’ providers).
For what concerns the insurance, nowadays there are not yet regulations or laws which impose theinsurance coverage for these technologies. However, it is recommended to sign insurance policiescovering third-parties’ liability. Most of the time (it is not the case of UAVs where commercial policiesalready exist) these policies are stipulated on a case by case basis: through a thorough risk assessment,both insurance providers and clients identify which kind of accidents and incidents should be covered bythe insurance. In some cases, the manufacture is responsible for accidents and damages to third parties,particularly when the event has been caused by a defect in the product.

7.2. SCC organizational structure
In this paragraph a possible hierarchy structure for all the personnel involved in O&M activities in thescope of ATLANTIS is presented, either they work from the SCC or in the “field”: this model is shown inFigure 7.2. This hierarchy structure has been developed taking into account roles, responsibilities andcompetences required to personnel involved in robot-based operations. The roles are:

 Commanding officer: he/she is at the top of the pyramid and he/she is in charge of all the decisionsand authorises themission plan. SCC watch officer: he/she supervises each operation performed by the robots and has to reportany possible hazard that might jeopardize robot personnel operating in the field. He/she is also incharge of authorizing the start and the end (with some exceptions as explained after) of themission. ASV operator: he/she operates from the SCC and is responsible of the supervision of the tasksperformed by the ASVs. In case of emergency he/she has to take control of the ASV and pilot it inorder to avoid accidents/incidents. When the ASV is used to deploy other robots, the ASVoperator is also responsible of the transportation, launch and recovery of the device. Vessel officer: he/she is involved when the robots are deployed from a vessel. The vessel officerhas to ensure the safeness of the vessel and its occupants, thus in some case he/she can requirestopping the activity if this safeness is jeopardized: in this case the vessel officer has more powerthan the SCCwatch officer. Ship Crane operator: he/she is involved when the robots are deployed from a vessel. The ShipCrane Operator is responsible for lifting and lowering the robot to/from water and for deployingthe vehicle in the operating area. Robot operator: each robotic technology has its own specialized operator, who monitors (in caseof autonomous vehicles such as AUVs and ASVs) and/or pilots (in case of ROVs or UAVs) thevehicle either from the SCC (in this case we talk about SCC operator, if the deployment occurs
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from an ASV) or on deck of the ship (in this case we refer to on deck operator, if the vessel is usedto deploy the robot). Skills and competences are different according to each technology and aredescribed in detail in the dedicated sections.

Figure 7.2: ATLANTIS' SCC hierarchy structure.
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8. Conclusions
The use of robotic technologies will pave the way to innovative methods to operate O&M activities forOWFs. Operations carried outmore frequently at a lower cost will make the LCOE of this plant closer to thetargeted valueswhich are imposed by the EnergyMarket, resulting inmore competitive energy plants.
Even though, robotic technologies represent the point of arrival in the path towards automation of O&Mactivities, the lack of clear and ad-hoc regulations may be a break for the deployment of thesetechnologies in OWFs.
Some of these technologies (ROVs andUAVs) benefit from a long experience in the OW sector and thus arealready framed in clear regulations. If the existing regulations do not cover all the specific use cases,however there are well-established practises emended by recognized certification bodies, which can helpthe user to overcome issues theymay face.
For less tested-technologies (AUVs and ASVs) there is not yet a clear picture in terms of regulations to befollowed: it is a common practise to fit these technologies into the existing legal instruments.
It is desirable that in the near future the gap between technological development and the correspondentlegal frameworkwill be filled, in order to protect end users from all risks connected to their application.
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